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Abstract 
In this thesis, several control scenarios are proposed. The aim is a to exploit a common 
combined control by the simultaneous use of different attitude actuators in order to achieve 
a desirable control performance in the different phases of in-orbit satellites. Computer-
based simulation models are constructed using MATLAB in order to evaluate the expected 
performance. Various criteria are proposed for performance evaluation, for example the 
actuator control energy, the consumption of thruster propellant and general robustness. 
The focus is on investigating and exploring optimal combined multiple-mode control 
algorithms. These vary depending on three different but interconnected phases of three-
axis stabilised Earth-pointing satellites: reaction wheel (RW) momentum management, 
large-angle slew manoeuvre and ground-target tracking. Firstly, the optimal controllers for 
RW momentum management will be analysed using magnetorquers or thrusters only. 
Especially, several optimal combined schemes are proposed by the blending control of 
magnetorquers and thrusters to achieve rapid momentum dumping with considerable 
propellant saving. Secondly, based upon a theory of eigenaxis manoeuvre, an effective, 
rapid combined control algorithm for precise large-angle slew manoeuvre will be exploited 
using the integration of the open loop bang-bang control of both thrusters and RWs with 
the closed-loop feedback compensation by RWs only. Thirdly, a quatemion-based PID 
feedback control for ground-target tracking is systematically analysed. GPS measurements 
will be employed for computing the target direction and control error. Specially, the z-axis 
tracking control is implemented by the x- and y-axis actuation only. The optimal combined 
large-angle slew manoeuvre will be applied to achieve initial rapid target capturing. Our 
proposed combined scenarios in this research can be readily applied in real-time for 
practical space missions. This research is based upon the attitude platform of VoSA T -12 
built by Surrey Satellite Technology Limited (SSTL). Finally, the principle of combined 
large-angle slew manoeuvre will be demonstrated on an air-bearing table. Ground-target 
tracking control is tested onboard VoSA T -12. 
Key words: Combined control, VoSA T -12, Reaction wheel momentum management, 
Large-angle slew manoeuvre, Ground-target tracking, Air-bearing 
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1 Introduction 
1. 1 Research Background 
The attitude determination and control system (ADCS) of spacecraft is critical to the 
success of space missions. Over the last decades, ADCS techniques have benefited from 
modern measurement and control theories. ADCS is an active area of research with 
hundreds of technical papers being published yearly. The cost of ADCS accounts for a 
significant part of the total costs for on-board hardware of spacecraft. The goal of building 
the most cost-effective ADCS is the continuing challenge for satellite engineers. 
The ADCS stabilises a spacecraft and orients it in desired directions during the mission 
despite external disturbances acting on it. This requires that the spacecraft determine its 
attitude by using sensors and control it by using actuators. As the name suggests an ADCS 
mainly consists of two parts: attitude determination and attitude control. The main 
structure of ADCS is summarised in Fig. 1.1. 
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1.1.1 Attitude Determination 
Attitude determination is the process of computing and predicting the orientation of the 
spacecraft relative to either an inertial reference or some object of interest, such as the 
Earth. This basically involves sensor measurements and sophisticated data processing 
based upon spacecraft dynamic and kinematic models. The accuracy is generally 
determined by a combination of sensor hardware and process algorithms. The spacecraft 
attitude can be determined by either deterministic methods or by utilising algorithms 
which combine kinematic and dynamic models with sensor data. However, all 
deterministic approaches fail when only one vector measurement is available (e.g., 
magnetometer data only). Attitude estimation algorithms utilise attitude kinematic and 
dynamic models of spacecraft, and subsequently can estimate the attitude of a spacecraft 
with using the vector measurements such as the geomagnetic field vector. 
Commonly, to model or predict the time evolution of the attitude, two basic methods are 
employed: 
• gyro modelling (as seen in Fig. 1.2). 
• dynamic modelling (as seen in Fig. 1.3); 
Gyro modelling consists of using rate sensors or gyroscopes to replace the dynamic model 
such that only the kinematic equations need be integrated [Wertz, 1989]. When accurate 
rate gyros are present, they take the place of the dynamic models. Gyros are usually 
employed to measure the three-axis rate of spacecraft body versus inertial coordinates. The 
kinematic equations adding gyro model error equations can be adopted to estimate 
accurate attitude using a Kalman filter [Leffert et ai, 1982]. In general, for spacecraft 
attitude estimation, the estimation algorithms using a Kalman filter or other smoothing 
filters are most applicable and effective to get high-accuracy attitude estimation without 
the need of an accurate dynamic model of spacecraft equipped with three-axis gyros as 
well as other attitude sensors. However, gyros are subject to gyro drift, bias errors and 
failure. In addition, gyros are high-precision and expensive devices. For this reason, 
developing a gyroless attitude determination system has received much attention recently. 
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Fig. 1.2 Gyro modelling for spacecraft attitude estimation 
Dynamic modelling consists of integrating both the dynamic and kinematic equations of 
motion using analytical or numerical models of the torque for gyroless ADCS. In theory, 
perfect, solvable models of spacecraft rotational dynamics could be used to obtain perfect 
attitude estimates. Many papers have appeared to demonstrate the feasibility of spacecraft 
attitude estimation lacking gyros. When rate gyros are absent, attitude estimation accuracy 
becomes critically dependent on the accuracy of the dynamic model. Therefore, in order to 
maintain accuracy in the attitude estimates without any attitude rate measurements (rate 
gyros), there is a need for an accurate model of the rotational dynamics. In practice, it is 
very difficult to model accurately external environmental disturbances in orbit. So far, 
most of literature concerning gyroless ADCS is mostly using an extended Kalman filter to 
solve the problem, where external disturbance torques and other errors are modelled as the 
Gaussian white noise. However, the impacts of the Gaussian white noise assumption on 
estimation algorithms have not been considered and analysed. Batch filters such as the 
minimum-model error estimator [Mook and Junkins, 1988] can be applied to determine 
the model error and obtain accurate estimation offline after the raw ADCS data is 
downloaded to a ground station. Predictive filtering for attitude estimation without rate 
sensors is developed by Crassidis et al [1997] and applied in the SAMPEX spacecraft. 
This filter has been demonstrated to estimate the attitude to an accuracy below 1 degree, by 
using only magnetometer measurements without modelling of the disturbance torques and 
thus is more robust with respect to the modelling error than the common Kalman filter. 
Recently Hodgart et al [2000] has proposed a verified Gaussian recursive estimator that 
has the same results. 
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Fig. 1.3 Dynamic modelling for spacecraft attitude estimation 
In this thesis, attitude estimation is not the concern. The impact of attitude determination 
will be ignored and perfect attitude information will be assumed. The focus of the research 
is on the development of attitude control algorithms. 
1.1.2 Review of Attitude Control 
Attitude determination provides the information needed for attitude control. Attitude 
control is the process of changing the orientation of spacecraft. It roughly comprises two 
areas: 
• attitude stabilisation: maintaining an existing orientation, 
• attitude slew manoeuvre: controlling the spacecraft from one attitude to another. 
However, the two requirements are not totally distinct. For example, the stabilisation of a 
satellite with one axis towards the Earth implies a continuous manoeuvre in its inertial 
orientation. 
The control accuracy typically depends on the actuators and control algorithms. The 
limiting factor on accuracy for attitude control is typically the performance of the actuator 
hardware and control software apart from dependence on attitude and sensor 
measurements whose error in this thesis is being ignored. According to spacecraft 
stabilisation methods, the spacecraft attitude control mode can typically be classified as 
passive gravity gradient control, spin or dual-spin and three-axis control [Larson et aI, 
1992]. 
Many missions have a phase in which the satellite is spin-stabilised, and another phase in 
which it is three-axis stabilised. In general, a spacecraft attitude control system consists of 
the following four major functional sections (as shown in Fig. 1.4): 
• sensing 
• controller and actuator selection logic 
• actuation 
• vehicle dynamics 
Attitude Attitude Control 
command determination/ f-+ algorithms f+ ..... 
... state estimation and actuator 
algorithms selection logic 
,~ 
Attitude 
sensors 
En vironmental 
disturbances 
,r + 
Actuators 
--0. 
Fig. 1.4 Schematic diagram of a satellite attitude control system 
Spacecraft 
dynamics 
Fig. 1.4 represents a common closed-loop or feedback attitude control system. The modern 
control process is entirely computer-based. Attitude sensors send attitude data to an 
onboard computer. Based on a deterministic or estimation algorithm such as Kalman filter 
discussed in Section 1.1.1, the computer propagates the current attitude of spacecraft. 
Depending on the attitude determination/state estimation and desired attitude control 
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command, an attitude error signal is then computed. Furthermore, a certain control 
algorithm, such as a common quaternion-based feedback controller [Wie et ai, 1989], is 
employed to determine the control logic for actuators (such as reaction wheels, control 
moment gyros or thrusters), which in turn rotate the spacecraft about its centre of mass 
towards the desired attitude target. The resulting motion (dynamics) is then monitored by 
the attitude sensors, which close the loop of the spacecraft attitude control system. The 
function of the control system is to maintain the error signal within a specified limit. 
Over the last decades, many papers have been published to derive new control laws for the 
spacecraft attitude control. In principle there are unique problems because of the 
nonlinearity in the attitude control system. 
The dynamic behaviour of spacecraft in orbit has been systematically described in the 
literature by Shrivastava and Modi [1983], Kaplan [1976], Wertz [1989], Yang [1988], 
Markley [1993], etc. Wen et al [1988] utilised the nonlinear Euler equation and a global 
non-singular representation of attitude within a nonlinear kinematic equation. They 
derived a globally stable control law with a PD control structure. Thomas [1984] adopted a 
reduced Euler quaternion representation for the attitude of a rotating rigid body to 
construct the state and input transformation. 
Slewing a satellite requires what is called an eigenaxis manoeuvre. Such manoeuvres have 
been proposed by many scientists such as Kranton [1970], Wie et al [1989], Weiss [1993] 
etc. Steyn [1995] introduced a manoeuvre that forces an eigenaxis rotation in nearly 
minimum time. Mostly these manoeuvres employ three-axis reaction wheels. 
Dodds [1984] proposed a bang-bang control law for precise attitude control with stringent 
mass and power limitation by using three-axis gas jet. Based on the predicted successive 
switching time, the control law was able to function in the presence of disturbance torques. 
Moreover, Dodds [1986] developed a new high-precision, gas jet, closed-loop spacecraft 
attitude control concept intended to serve spacecraft including flexible appendages with 
extremely light natural damping. He also made a contribution to the bang-bang control. 
His control law was proved to perform well for the single-axis models with up to three 
significant flexure modes, and two-axis models with severe inter-axis coupling and two 
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significant flexure modes. Peter [1984] demonstrated the necessary and sufficient 
conditions for controllability of the rigid body models of a spacecraft using gas jets and a 
momentum wheel respectively. He obtained an algorithm to stabilise the spacecraft about 
an equilibrium in case of two independent torques supplied by gas jets. A new class of 
robust, exponentially convergent pulse-mode controllers for spacecraft attitude control was 
developed by Thurman and Flashner [1996]. They used Lyapunov theory to predict the 
behaviour of a nonlinear system subject to on-off thruster actuation. 
The spacecraft dynamics with momentum wheels was discussed by Piper et al [1992] on 
the analysis of a simple single axis problem. Stetson [1993] combined a constant 
amplitude offset with an unbiased, oscillating dither signal. They harmonically compensate 
and linearise the rolling solid friction dynamics of reaction wheel control for three-axis 
controlled spacecraft. Krishnan and Reyhanoglu [1995] demonstrated how two reaction 
wheels can be used to control the attitude of a rigid spacecraft. An arbitrary reorientation 
manoeuvre can be accomplished under the restriction of zero initial angular momentum 
when one wheel failed in a three-wheel controlled spacecraft. 
As far as magnetorquer control is concerned, Hodgart's [1982, 1987, 1989, 1992] 
methodology for VoSA T series is simple but powerful for detumbling and stabilising 
actively the gravity-gradient satellites using magnetorquers. Steyn [1995] addressed and 
evaluated in detail the respective advantages and disadvantages of a magnetorquer 
classical PD controller, fuzzy logical controller and an adaptive MIMO LQR controller for 
SUNSAT. 
The possible advantage of adaptive control theory is the ability to solve the attitude control 
problem when the parameters are time varying - e.g. when there is a thruster system 
consuming fuel. Consequently adaptive attitude control system has also received much 
attention. In particular Slotine and Benedetto [1990] developed a new approach to the 
accurate attitude tracking control of rigid spacecraft with severe dynamics uncertainties. 
An adaptive controller for the attitude control of a rigid spacecraft was derived using a 
linear parameterisation of the equation of motion by Egeland and Godhavn [1994]. The 
main problem is that adaptive controls requires a large amount on-line processing. 
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The application of optimal control theories applied to attitude control problem has been 
addressed in many papers. The analysis and design of LQR, LQG optimal digital controller 
and observer are presented for an orbiting long, slender flexible free-free beam system by 
Xing and Peter [1989]. The control problem of time-optimal, rest-to-rest slewing of a 
flexible spacecraft through a large angle is considered by Singh and Kabamba [1989]. 
Velde and He [1983] discussed the control problem for large, flexible space structures 
using on-off thrusters. Their method allows a direct step-by-step synthesis of the control 
system in terms of the description of the plant dynamics and choice of optimal cost 
function parameters. 
In recent years, several new control concepts such as fuzzy logic control, neuro-genetic 
adaptive control, expert system, sliding mode and Hoc theories have been proposed, 
purporting to demonstrate the superiority to the common attitude control system. NASA 
investigated the potential of fuzzy attitude control in several spacecraft missions [NASA, 
1995,1996]. Steyn [1994] gave the fuzzy control logic for a magnetorquer controller. The 
robust attitude controls using adaptive neuro-control theories can be found in Dracopoulos 
[1994], Krishnan [1995] and K wan et al [1996]. Dodds and Heath [1990] proposed an 
alternative robust attitude control system for both rigid and flexible spacecraft. This used 
non linear sliding boundaries which adapted to an on-line moment of inertia tensor 
estimator to yield near time optimal slewing with reaction wheel actuator. 
In fact, up to now, it seems to be impossible to demonstrate the superiority of anyone 
control system although the performance of neuro-genetic controllers and fuzzy logic 
controllers look distinctly speculative. 
As a whole, most of the literature mainly focuses on investigating the general control laws 
for specific space missions by thrusters, reaction wheels (RW) or magnetorquers 
individually. It is rare for the literature to consider the simultaneous combined use of 
actuators. Clearly any actuator has its own particular merits for attitude control. If we can 
wisely combine them, we might be able to make full use of every actuator in an overall 
attitude control scheme that is better that using just one alone. However, a control scenario 
needs to be developed that recognise such a combined use. 
The spacecraft control requirements vary dramatically with mission phase or mode, which 
challenge the designer to develop a single hardware for different objectives [Larson et aL 
1992]. For active attitude control in general, the available actuators include gas thrusters, 
reaction or momentum wheels, control moment gyros, and electromagnetic torquers. 
While there is a substantial literature on using these physical mechanisms separately, less 
has been published on ways of using them combined in specifically optimised controllers. 
The proposed research in this thesis will focus on investigating optimal combined attitude 
control algorithms for low-Earth-orbit (LEO) small satellites. An example to be used will 
be UoSAT -12, which is the first low-cost mini-satellite constructed by Surrey Satellite 
Technology Limited (SSTL) at the University of Surrey, and has a full three-axis attitude 
determination and control capability. 
1.1.3 Introduction to UoSAT Attitude Control 
In the previous successful satellites of SSTL, a standard ADCS bus system has been 
developed, i.e. three-axis magnetometer, analogue two-axis Sun sensor (maybe a CCD star 
sensor) as attitude sensors, three-axis magnetorquer and gravity-gradient boom as attitude 
actuators, and an 186 aBC as an ADCS processor to its standard micro-satellite platform. 
The traditional UoSAT ADCS was initially established by Hodgart [1989]. Currently most 
of the UoSAT micro-satellites (as seen in Fig. 1.5) orbiting around the Earth are 
maintaining their attitude by this traditional ADCS. Although a consistent accuracy of the 
pitch and roll pointing might be 2 degrees in peak, the great advantages and novelties over 
the traditional ADCS are: 
• use limited attitude information, rather than overall attitude determination, 
• control algorithm (strategy) is very simple, 
• infrequent firing of the magnetorquers, 
which derive the extra bonus with regard to not only the aBC computational demand but 
also the power budget of UoSA Ts, and make the system performance fairly robust. The 
limited attitude information comes from a deployed 3-axis magnetometer, which is able to 
give continuous readings of ~the magnetic vector relative to the body axes. Through 
comparison with the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (lGRF) model, the rough 
satellite attitude can be determined. The gravity gradient effect is exploited with the boom 
and tip mass deployed. The magnetoquers are utili sed to implement the initial satellite 
attitude detumbling/capture and are actively fired to maintain the spin rate along the z 
body axis. Commonly, the attitude control accuracy of the gravity-gradient stabilised 
satellites is believed to be very limited, no better than 50 for two axes [Larson et ai, 1992]. 
However, the latest enhanced low-cost attitude control system of Earth-pointing micro-
satellites by SSTL demonstrated optimistically a relatively precise accuracy only using a 
pass ive gravity-gradient boom and active magnetic torquing. For two axis control, SSTL 
has achieved 0.200 (l sigma) in roll , 0.140 (l sigma) in pitch , slow spin about the boom 
axis along z-axis; for 3-axis control, 0.80 in roll, 0 .50 in pitch and 2.80 in yaw (all I sigma) 
with UoSAT- 5 [Hodgart et ai, 1997]. 
x 
y 
z 
Fig. 1.5 Typical UoSA T micro-satellite at SSTL 
The Earth-pointing mini-satellite UoSAT-12 (see Fig. 1.6) built by SSTL will be used as 
an application example during simulations in this thes is. UoSA T -12 was launched into a 
650km circular, 64.6_0 inclination orbit in April 1999. The main objectives of this mission 
is to demonstrate the mini-satellite technology and enhance the payload technology at 
SSTL. It has full three-axis attitude determination and control capability. The UoSAT -12 
attitude and determination control system comprises of magnetometers, gyros, horizon, 
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star and sun sensors, magnetorquers, a co ld-gas thruster system, and a 3-axi s reaction 
whee l system. The satellite is expected to be mai ntained Earth pointing to an accuracy of 
0.5 degrees, with an experimental target of O. I degrees, for Earth observation payloads and 
communication antennas [Steyn et ai , \999]. 
interface 
1 1 0 
~-- 1 2 00 ----I~ 
Fig. 1.6 UoSA T -12 Mini-satellite at SSTL 
Throughout the research, a model of the UoSAT-\2 will be adopted, in order to test the 
newly proposed algorithms in simulation. The proposed control algorithms can also be 
applied in an inertial-pointing satellite with a little change. 
1.2 Organisation of the Thesis 
The whole thesis is organised as follows: 
Chapter 2 provides a prerequisite introduction to attitude control. First of all the dynamic 
and kinematic equations for an Earth-pointing satellite are presented. Then the UoSAT -12 
ADCS is summarised. In particular, attitude actuators are discussed in more detail. 
The main contents of the PhD research is addressed in the next three chapters which are 
contributed to three separate but correlated phases for general space missions: reaction 
wheel momentum dumping, large-angle slew manoeuvre and ground target tracking. A 
combined control scheme by using different actuators simultaneously is proposed and 
explored. 
In Chapter 3, the optimal controllers for the management of 3-axis reaction-wheel 
momentum of Earth-pointing satellites are discussed by using magnetorquers and/or 
thrusters. The optimal linear-quadratic-regulator (LQR) and minimum-energy-control 
(MEC) controllers presented in this chapter could be applied to achieve the optimal wheel 
momentum desaturation using three-axis magnetorquers and PWM thrusters separately. 
The LQR controllers would be more favourable due to their feedback nature. These 
controllers will ensure robustness against modelling errors and external disturbances. The 
MEC controllers will enable the actuators to consume the least amount of energy. 
However, due to their open-loop nature, their control accuracy is limited. The minimum-
time dumping control (MTC) using only PWM thrusters is also presented. The optimal 
controllers using only magnetorquers strongly depend on the geomagnetic field vector. For 
on-board applications if the IGRF model is employed, a great computation effort must be 
made to solve the two-poi nt-boundary problem. We have found that no published paper 
deals with the combined management of reaction wheel momentum using magnetorquers 
and thrusters. In this chapter several newly proposed combined dumping controllers take 
advantage of the merits of both magnetorquers and PWM thrusters. Based upon relatively 
simple thruster optimal algorithms of LQR, MEC and MTC, the blending methods 
effectively separate the required torques for magnetorquer and thruster actuation. They 
simply employ the on-line magnetometer measurement data. The most beneficial point is 
that the required control torque for dumping wheel momentum has been produced by 
optimised integration of both magnetorquers and PWM thrusters. According to simulation 
results, a large amount of thruster propellant can be saved by the assistance of 
magnetorquers. Because of the simplicity of these combined methods, they can be applied 
in practice to achieve rapid, propellant-saving 3-axis reaction-wheel momentum dumping. 
In Chapter 4, two practical, robust near-minimum-time eigenaxis rotation methods are 
proposed. Usually on-off thrusters, due to their discontinuous nature of operation and 
fluctuation of output, are difficult to use during a precise attitude acquisition phase, but 
they can bring the satellite close to the desired attitude much faster than reaction wheel 
systems. On the other hand, reaction wheel systems can achieve and maintain precise 
attitude due to their smooth operating modes, but need angular momentum dumping from 
time to time. Hence, a wise combination of these two systems is very advantageous for 
space missions. Especially, for the problem of large-angle manoeuvres, it is worthwhile to 
investigate the blending control of thrusters and reaction wheels. In this chapter, we 
propose to integrate the use of thrusters and reaction wheels, based upon the theory of 
eigenaxis rotation. The goal is to achieve an effective, rapid and robust control algorithm 
for precise large-angle slew manoeuvres. It will exploit a combined closed-loop control 
mode of thrusters and reaction wheels. Finally, simulation results are presented to 
demonstrate the superiority of these algorithms. These combined algorithms could easily 
be applied in real-time onboard a satellite. 
Chapter 5 presents a systematic method for ground target tracking control of Earth-
pointing satellites. For many space missions, Earth-pointing satellites are in some cases 
required to point a payload such as a high-gain antenna, camera, or telescope to track a 
fixed target on the Earth for a certain period of time in order to provide respectively 
improved long-period up-down-link communication, low-distortion imaging or accurate 
observation. These missions require ground target tracking control. In this chapter, a 
quatemion-based PID feedback tracking controller with gyroscopic term cancellation is 
proposed to track any desired target on the Earth for a nominally Earth-pointing satellite. 
Firstly, the coordinates used will be defined for attitude transformation. Then, based upon 
the dynamic and kinematic equations of an Earth-pointing satellite, a feedback tracking 
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controller is presented. After that, depending on the orbital measurement of the satellite 
position and velocity by an accurate GPS receiver, the motion and kinematics of the 
ground target relative to the in-orbit satellite is analysed and described in orbit-referenced 
coordinates. Furthermore, a simple and innovative method for computing the referenced 
quaternion command and transforming any commissioned axis in the satellite body to the 
target direction, is proposed. The quaternion error and its integral error for a PI type 
controller are derived next. Then the computation of the desired angular rate reference for 
the tracking controller is addressed. The combined large-angle slew manoeuvre scheme 
addressed in Chapter 4 will be employed to enable the satellite to capture the ground target 
pointing rapidly. Finally the mini-satellite UoSA T -12 is used to demonstrate the tracking 
controllers in simulation. Due to the low computation requirements for this algorithm, the 
control scheme can easily be applied on-board a satellite. The commissioned axis could be 
in any body direction of the satellite. In addition, a special case for the pointing axis along 
the body z-axis of the satellite is also investigated. Due to the flexibility of the proposed 
scenario, this tracking controller could be useful to many space missions. 
The experimental test results will be presented in Chapter 6. Firstly, a reaction wheel is 
employed to demonstrate the principle of proposed combined large-angle slew manoeuvre 
on an air-bearing table. Unfortunately, a PWM thruster was not available for this test. 
However, the principle of eigenaxis tracking in feedback is well demonstrated. 
Successively the ground target tracking control was tested on board UoSAT -12 by using 
two reaction wheels along the x and y axes and the z-axis PWM cold-gas thusters. The 
downloaded data of attitude information and target images taken by onboard cameras will 
be shown to prove the feasibility of the proposed ground target tracking algorithms. 
Finally in Chapter 7 the conclusions of the research work are summarised and some 
suggestions concerning the future direction in the field of spacecraft attitude control will 
be given. 
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2 Attitude Dynamics and UoSAT-12 ADCS Review 
2. 1 Introduction 
A spacecraft in orbit always needs to stabilise the attitude in order to control the general 
orientation against the external disturbance torques acting on it. Attitude control usually 
needs to be autonomous or semi-autonomous. The available actuators are reaction/ 
momentum wheels, control moment gyros, thrusters and magnetic torquing. A mixture of 
attitude estimation and control algorithms is needed: these take the sensor measurements 
as input, compute the attitude and rates of the satellite, and then send commands to the 
actuators to maintain or stabilise that attitude; or direct the satellite to a new attitude. 
A wide range of attitude control concepts have been proposed over the years and several 
have practical application. They can be classified as active, passive, and semi-passive 
procedures. The active approach applies deliberate control procedures. The passive and 
semi-passive systems, on the other hand, exploit the environmental forces for stabilisation 
and control. The previous generation of UoSA Ts exploited the passive gravity gradient 
torque plus active magnetorquing. A substantial amount of literature has studied the 
technical problems of ADCS in many different areas. The topics include: 
• attitude dynamics 
• development of sensors and actuators 
• attitude determination algorithms - both deterministic and stochastic estimation 
methods 
• control algorithms (from classic PID controller to modern applied control theories 
such as optimal control, fuzzy logic control and neural genetic control) 
ADCS requirements flow from space mission needs and other subsystem characteristics. 
These requirements may vary considerably with mission phase. In this thesis, we propose a 
combined attitude control scheme involving three different phases during a space mission 
with a three-axis attitude control system: reaction wheel momentum dumping, large-angle 
slew manoeuvre and ground target tracking. In practice, these three phases are closely 
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related. Their connection is shown in Fig. 2.1. For ground target tracking control using 
reaction wheels, generally we need to dump the extra momentum on three-axis reaction 
wheels first because the tracking control might cause the rapid build-up of momentum 
inside the wheels (If a big residual momentum exist, the gyroscopic term in the dynamic 
model of the satellite will eventually result in difficulties for fast target capture.). After 
momentum dumping, target acquisition and capture will be required to reorient the satellite 
from the initial attitude to a certain defined ground target direction. This will commonly 
involve a large-angle slew manoeuvre. Finally the satellite will be forced to track the 
required time-varying target direction for a certain period. After this mission window, the 
satellite might again be required to do a large-angle manoeuvre back to a general normal 
pointing direction such as a nadir-pointing attitude for Earth-pointing satellites. In 
addition, if the RW momentum accumulates to a high value, then we might need to dump 
the wheel momentum as well. In this thesis we are going to propose several combined 
control scenarios applied in these three separate but sequential phases . 
RW ..... Large angle Ground 
.......... 
l1li""" ..... 
--,...- momentum 
---..... 
slew l1li""" target 
dumping 
..... 
manoeuvre tracking 
--
Fig. 2.1 Correlation of RW momentum dumping, large-angle slew manoeuvre and 
ground target tracking control 
Before a large angle slew manoeuvre, the accrued reaction wheel angular momentum will 
be carefully checked to see that it is sufficiently small to avoid a) wheel torque saturation 
due to limited motor power or b) exceeding of the maximum specified wheel-speed limit 
during the manoeuvre. It is therefore most unlikely that momentum dumping will be 
carried out immediately after a large-angle slew manoeuvre. This option is therefore not 
allowed in Fig. 2.1 
To begin with, in this chapter, we will provide some prerequisites for further detailed 
discussion of our proposed combined controllers. The kinematic and dynamic equations of 
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an Earth-pointing satellite are described. Thereafter we are going to briefly introduce 
VoSA T -12's ADCS. Especially the properties of the actuators including magnetorquers, 
reaction wheels and PWM thrusters will be further discussed and compared to give a 
motivation to our proposed combined control scenarios. 
2.2 Basic Theories of Attitude Dynamics 
The motion of a spacecraft presents two dynamic aspects of interest. Classical dynamics 
allows under certain general conditions for the motion of a body to be treated as the 
combination of two motions: a translational motion of the centre of mass and a rotation of 
the body about the centre of mass. The theory of attitude control generally considers only 
the second effect and ignores the first. The application of any force need only be 
interpreted as the torque that would exert about the centre of mass and ignore any effect on 
the translational velocity (except for high thrust orbit changes) . 
The equations of motion of a spacecraft can be divided into two sets: the dynamic 
equations of motion and the kinematic equations of motion. The attitude dynamic 
equations of motion express the relationship between the spacecraft body angular rates and 
the applied torque. These are necessary for dynamic simulations and for attitude prediction 
whenever gyroscopic measurements of the angular rate are unavailable. The kinematic 
equations of motion are a set of first order differential equations expressing the 
relationship between the attitude parameters and the angular rate [Wertz, 1989]. 
2.2.1 Attitude Representation 
Spacecraft attitude can be represented by a direction cosine matrix. Attitude quaternions, 
however, are commonly preferred in numerical computation. But the geometrical 
significance of Euler angles is more obvious (particularly for small rotations). Euler angles 
are often specified at the input and output to the computation [Wertz, 1989]. They are also 
useful for analysis, especially for finding closed-form solutions to the equations of motion 
in simple cases. Euler angles are also commonly employed in representing the attitude of a 
three-axis stabilised spacecraft when small angle approximations can be used. 
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In an Euler angle expression, there are 12 possible sequences of rotation. These angles are 
obtained from an ordered series of right hand positive rotation from a referenced Xo YoZo 
to a XYZ set of spacecraft body axes. The 2-1-3 sequence of rotations is used in this thesis 
(as shown in Fig. 2.2). The first rotation is e around the initial Yo axis. The next rotation is 
¢J around the X' axis. The last rotation is If/ around the Z axis. Then the attitude matrix A 
which transforms the vector from the referenced Xo YoZo coordinates to the final spacecraft 
body coordinates XYZ can be described as follows [Wertz, 1989]: 
where 
[ 
c'I'cB+ s'l's¢sB 
A= -s'l'cB+c'I's¢sB 
c¢sB 
S'l'C¢ 
c'I'c¢ 
-s¢ 
- C If/SB + S'l'S¢CBj 
s'l'sB+ c'I's¢CB 
c¢CB 
¢J = roll angle e = pitch angle If/= yaw angle 
c = cosine function s = sine function 
Z' 
2 
X' 
1 
Fig. 2.2 Definition of 2-1-3 Euler angle rotation 
X' 
(2.1) 
X' 
3 
For an Earth-pointing satellite such as UoSAT-12, the attitude matrix A is defined to 
transform the vector from local-vertical-Iocal-horizontal referenced coordinates (i.e. orbit-
referenced coordinates) to the satellite body coordinates (shown in Fig. 2.3). The rotation 
angles ¢J, e and If/are respectively called the roll, pitch, and yaw angles. 
The geometrical meaning of the Euler angle representation is reasonably self-evident. 
However, the kinematic equations using Euler angles involve nonlinear and 
computationally expensIve trigonometric functions. In any case, the angles become 
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undefined for some rotations , which can cause problems in Kalman filtering applications. 
In view of these difficulties, generation of attitude co-ordinates by integration of the 
quaternion kinematic differential equations is planned for UoSAT -12 but, with the aid of a 
nonlinear transformation, a corresponding set of readily understood Euler angles will be 
presented to the ground-station operators. 
pitch 
pitch 
) satellite moving 
direction 
Fig. 2.3 Roll, pitch and yaw angle of Earth-pointing satellites 
An alternative attitude representation uses Euler's symmetric parameters. These have no 
singularities. The widely used quaternion representation is equivalent. The attitude matrix 
expressed in quaternion form is given by: 
where 
2(q,q2 + q 3q~) 
2 2 2 2 
-q, +q2 -q3 +q4 (2.2) 
2(q2q3 -q,q4) 
q = [q, q2 q, q4 r = attitude quaternion with respect to orbit-referenced 
coordinates. 
The four elements of the quaternion vector q are not independent. The sum of the squares 
of the four elements is always equal to 1 [Wertz, 1989] : 
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(2.3) 
2.2.2 Dynamic Equations of Motion 
The basic equation for the attitude dynamics relates the time derivative of the angular 
momentum vector, dL/dt, to the external torque, N, known as Euler's equations of motion. 
This equation is given by the Euler equation as (assuming no variation of moment of 
inertia) [Wertz, 1989]: 
lro ~ = N - ro ~ xL = N - ro ~ x lro ~ (2.4) 
where, 
ro~ =[wx wy Wz f = inertially referenced body angular rate vector 
[i. I,). 1= In In 
IT: lrz 
I,,] 
~: = moment of inertia tensor of the spacecraft (MOl) 
N=[N, N, Nzf = external torque vector including active control torques 
generated by thruster and magnetorquers, and 
environmental disturbance torques 
If the spacecraft is equipped with reaction/momentum wheels and thrusters it is not a rigid 
body. With the influence of the gravity gradient, reaction wheel angular momentum and 
MOl variation due to the thruster propellant loss, the dynamics equation in a body-fixed 
frame can be expressed as [Agrawal et. aI, 1995]: 
(2.5) 
where, 
NGG = [NGGX NGG, NGGzf = gravity-gradient torque vector 
h = [h, h, h, f = reaction wheel relative angular momentum vector 
N M = [N M. N .141 N M:] T = applied torque vector by 3-axis magnetorquers 
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NT = [NT, NT, NT:r == applied torque vector by 3-axis thrusters 
ND = [Nt" Ndx Nd:f == external disturbance torque vector 
2.2.3 Attitude Kinematic Equation 
The attitude kinematic equation using quaternion representation for an Earth-pointing 
satellite is given by [Wertz, 1989]: 
1 1 0 it = -.o.q == - A(q)ro B 2 2 (2.6) 
where 
0 Oloz - Olor wax 
- Oloz 0 Olux Olor 
.0.= 
-010 )( 0 010 : Olor 
(2.7) 
- Olox - Oloy - 010 : 0 
[ q, 
-q3 
q, I q3 q4 - l 
A(q) == 
-q2 ql q4 
-ql -q2 -q3 
(2.8) 
ro~ == [Olox Oloy Oloz f == body angular velocity relative to orbital coordinates 
The vector ro ~ can be given by: 
roO == ro l - Aro B B 0 (2.9) 
If we assume the satellite has a near circular orbit with orbital angular rate 01
0
, then 
ro" == [0 - 01
0 
Or is a constant orbital rate vector. 
When the quaternion is used directly in the control algorithms, it will be convenient to 
define an attitude quaternion error. The quaternion error will be the quaternion difference 
between the current quaternion and the commanded quaternion. It can be represented by 
[Wie, 1989] [Steyn, 1995]: 
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q" 1 [-q;, q_k 
-q" -q"rl q2,' rk q4,- lc - 2c q2 (2. 10) 
q3.. q2 ,- - qJc q~ ,- -q3c q3 
q~ ,. qlc q2,- q3,- q~,- q~ 
where 
Q .. = [q k q2e q3e q4ef = atti tude quaternion error 
Q c =[q lc q2c q3c q4<T = quaternion command 
The reason for using Eq. (2 .10) rather than Qe = Q-Qc is because, if we had an attitude 
matrix A is current attitude and Ac is the command attitude then Ae would represent the 
rotation that gets us from A to Ac' Each of these matrices has an equivalent quaternion and 
the mapping between them has to follow Eq. (2.10) and not Qe = Q- Qc' 
2.3 ADCS of UoSA T-12 
The structure of the VoSA T -12 ADCS is shown in Fig. 2.4. 
Magnetometer (1 0) 
Earth Horizon (0_05°) $ 
Sun sensors (0.3") SenSOrs 
GPS interferometric ( 1 0) 
Star Field Camera (0_005°) . 
Fig. 2.4 UoSAT-12 ADCS 
Attitude Sensors of UoSA T -12: 
80C186 
80C386/387 
TMS320C32 
T805 
Attitude 
Control 
Processor 
Gravity Gradient 
Momentum I Reaction Wheel(s) 
Magnetorquers 
Cold Gas Thrusters 
The equipment for VoSA T -12 comprIses a wide range of sensors for attitude 
determination, and a multi-channel GPS receiver for onboard orbit determination. The 
GPS receiver will also be used as an experimental attitude determination sensor with an 
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expected accuracy of I degree. A set of three-axis flux-gate magnetometers are used to 
measure the geomagnetic field vector in the satellite's body coordinates. These 
measurements will be employed to determine the magnetorquer control vector and in 
combination with the International Geomagnetic Reference Field (IGRF) model to 
estimate the full attitude and angular rate vectors of the satellite in an extended Kalman 
Filter. Four 2-axis (azimuth and elevation) sun sensors measure the sun vector angle to a 
high accuracy (because a single sun sensor only has a field of view (FOV) of ±50°, four 
sun sensors provide a full 3600 FOV coverage in azimuth). During nominal nadir-pointing 
control, small pitch and roll angles will be measured by a precise 2-axis infrared horizon 
sensor. The most accurate attitude measurement is expectedly obtained from a dual set of 
opposite-looking star sensors. Table 2.1 lists all the sensors used on VoSA T -12 and their 
characteristics [Steyn, 1997, 1999]. 
Table 2.1 Attitude determination sensors on UoSAT-12 
Sensors Magnetometer Sun Horizon Star Sensor Rate Gyro GPS 
Sensors Sensor 
Manufact SSTL SSTL (2) Servo- SSTL BEl SSTL 
urer Ultra (I) MiDES 
Quantity 3 units 4 x 2-axis 1 x 2-axis 2 unite 1 unit 1 unit 
Range ± 60 ~Tesla ± 50° ± 5.5° 1404ox19.2° ± 5° / sec 
Accuracy 30nTesla (3cr) 0.2° (3cr) 0.06° (3cr) 0.02° (3cr) 0.02° (3cr) 1 ° (l cr) 
Power <0.8W <0.1 W 2.8 W 4W 104 W 5-7W 
The reason for quoting the reaction wheel accuracy in speed rather than control torque is 
because the reaction wheels onboard VoSA T -12 operates in closed speed control mode 
rather than common torque (current) control. 
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Attitude Actuators of UoSA T -12: 
Attitude actuators of UoSA T -12 consist of three-axis magnetorquers, reaction/momentum 
wheels and cold-gas thrusters, listed in Table2.2. 
Magnetorquers: Twelve magnetorquer coils are mounted in UoSAT-12 to give some 
level of backup and to generate full 3-axis magnetic dipole control moment. These coils 
are actuated by using dual polarity current pulse width control to provide the required 
average level of magnetic moment per sample period. These magnetorquers are used for: 
• detumbling of body angular rates after ejection from launch vehicle; 
• momentum management of reaction/momentum wheels; 
• nutation damping during spin stabilisation; 
• libration damping and yaw spin control after deployment of a backup gravity gradient 
boom. 
Table 2.2 Attitude actuators of UoSAT-12 
Actuators Magnetorquers Reaction/momentum Cold-gas thrusters 
wheels 
Manufacturer SSTL SSTL (2) SSTL & Polyfiex 
Ithaco (I) 
Quantity 12 3 10 
Operation range ±15 Am2 ±4 N ms, ±5000 rpm ±0.035 Nm 
±O.015 Nm 
Power 20Wmaximum 2.8-14.6 W 3W 
Operation PWM Speed controlled PWM 
Accuracy 20 msec minimum pulse ± I rpm > 10 msec pulse 
Magnetorquers can be designed to provide a complete momentum management on a low 
Earth orbiting spacecraft. Dipole moments generated by the magnetorquer interact with the 
Earth's magnetic field to generate small torques on the spacecraft. Since the magnetic 
torque is always orthogonal to the local magnetic field vector, it is not possible to generate 
instantaneously a general torque direction that could be required by a full 3-axis control 
system. However in the course of an orbit the direction of the vector may change and it 
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may be possible to generate the required torque on average during the course of an orbit. A 
consistent and reasonable strength vector is available only on LEO orbits. 
Reaction/Momentum Wheels: Three momentum/reaction wheels are installed in a three-
axis configuration to enable full control of the attitude or angular momentum of the 
satellite. Reaction wheels are essentially torque motors with high-inertia rotors. They can 
spin in either direction. Roughly speaking one wheel provides for a control of one axis. A 
minimum of three wheels are needed for full 3-axis control. Momentum wheels are wheels 
with a nominal spin rate above zero. Their aim is to provide a nearly constant angular 
momentum. This momentum provides gyroscopic stiffness to two axes, while the motor 
torque may be controlled to precisely point around the third axis. 
In sizing wheels, it is important to distinguish between cyclic and secular disturbances, and 
between angular momentum storage and torque authority. For three-axis control systems, 
cyclic torques build up cyclic angular momentum in the reaction wheels, because the 
wheels are providing compensating torques to counteract these disturbances. We typically 
size the angular momentum capacity of a reaction wheel (limited by its saturation speed) to 
handle the cyclic storage during an orbit without the need for frequent momentum 
dumping. The secular torques and our total storage capacity then define how frequently 
angular momentum must be dumped. The torque capability of the wheels usually is 
determined by slew requirements or the need for control authority above the peak 
disturbance torque in order for the wheels to maintain the pointing accuracy [Larson et ai, 
1992]. 
The wheels are used for the following control functions on VoSA T -12 [Steyn, 1999]: 
• full 3-axis pointing and slow slew manoeuvres during imaging; 
• ground target tracking; 
• nadir, sun or inertial pointing of the payloads by using angular momentum stiffening; 
• fast spin-up or spin down of the satellite body, e.g. barbecue mode of the solar arrays; 
• cancellation of the disturbance torque caused by the propulsion system during orbit 
control; 
• calibration of the thrusters and the moment of inertia tensor of VoSA T -12. 
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Thrusters: Thrusters produce a force or torque by expelling mass. A three-axis cold-gas 
thruster system is mounted onboard the satellite to generate the relatively large torque for 
some fast attitude control phases, shown in Fig. 2.5. It is used to [Steyn, 1999]: 
• control the attitude; 
• manoeuvre a spacecraft over large angles; 
• dump extra momentum from reaction/momentum wheels; 
• control the spin rate; 
• control nutation. 
N2 Fill/Drain 
Valve 
NpTank 
Accumulators 
(4 bar nominal) 
Filter 
(7 micron) 
Pressure 
Transducer 
Lee Visco Jet 
Restrictor 
....... 
Solenoid Pressure 
Control Valves 
y' 
Pressure 
J'ransducer 
Relief 
Cold-Gas Thrusters 
(8 x attitude control, 2 x orbit control) 
Fig. 2.5 UoSAT-12 cold-gas thruster system 
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The advantage of thrusters over other sources of torque is high controllability. Thrusters 
can yield very high precision using small accurate thrusters if their mechanical 
configuration is well defined. An obvious disadvantage is their consumption of propellant. 
Once that has gone there is no more control. A more subtle disadvantage is that their 
plumes may impinge on the spacecraft, contaminating surfaces and camera lenses. If the 
structure of a thruster is not well constructed, the output force from thrusters will be 
variable. This will generally cause the difficulty in achieving precise and accurate attitude 
control by employing thrusters only. 
In summary, thrusters, flywheels and magnetorquers are commonly used as active attitude 
actuators that have their respective advantages and disadvantages. In the next three 
chapters, several combined control scenarios will be proposed to exploit their potential to 
the fullest in order to achieve a desirable control performance for three different successive 
phases of a LEO satellite: wheel momentum management, large-angle slew manoeuvres 
and ground-target tracking. 
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3 Optimal Combined RW Momentum Management 
3. 1 Introduction 
Earth-pointing satellites are expected to maintain a local-vertical/local horizontal attitude 
in the presence of environmental disturbance effects. If we assume the satellite to be 
equipped with three-axis reaction wheels, it is well known that such satellite systems have 
no inherent stability and require the reaction-wheel system to continuously exchange 
momentum with the spacecraft body. Secular external disturbance torques, for example, 
the torques due to passive gravity gradient, aerodynamic and solar forces will eventually 
cause the wheels to drift toward saturation. Therefore, the management of three-axis 
reaction wheel momentum is required in order to counteract the effect of persistent 
external disturbance torques. An external torque must be applied, employing thrusters or 
magnetorquers, to force the wheel speed back to nearly zero momentum. 
A number of relevant studies have been presented already that describe momentum 
dumping techniques. Available resources to apply external torques are essentially the same 
as those which cause an accumulating disturbance torque. In a momentum management 
scheme external torques are applied in a controlled way. A low-cost method available on 
LEO satellites is controlled magnetorquing. For faster techniques the most common 
method is by thruster control. In exceptional cases, gravity gradient might be used. The 
obvious disadvantages are that the satellite structure might not create sufficient torque, and 
clearly the momentum dumping would require a period when the satellite is not Earth 
pointing and therefore not fulfilling its mission. Other possible methods include controlled 
torques from solar pressure. 
Johnson and Skelton [1971] proposed an optimal dumping control scheme by using the 
natural environmental torques (gravity gradient, aerodynamic etc.). The solution of the 
optimisation problem was a time-varying feedback gain matrix for the system state, to 
obtain an angular rate reference command vector for the spacecraft. A periodic-disturbance 
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accommodating control law was investigated for asymptotic momentum management of 
control moment gyros of the space station by Warren et. al. [1990]. Sunkel and Shieh 
[1990] discussed a new sequential design procedure for an optimal control moment gyro 
momentum management and attitude control system. A slow unloading of RW momentum 
can be carried out by employing magnetorquers. Glaese et. al. [1976] described a 
minimum energy dumping law to dump angular momentum on an inertially stabilised 
space telescope. They also considered the simpler but less efficient cross-product law 
using magnetorquing. Burns and Flasher [1992] presented an adaptive control technique 
making use of simultaneous magnetic, gravity gradient and aerodynamic torques for 
momentum unloading of 3-axis stabilised, nadir pointing spacecraft. Chang [1992] used 
magnetorquing to contain the momentum bias on a single wheel, 3-axis inertially stabilised 
satellite, at a nominal value. He proposed a simple penalty factor law to reduce the 
undesirable disturbance torques during magnetorquing. Steyn [1995] analysed in detail and 
compared optimal dumping algorithms with the conventional cross-product law, using 3-
axis magnetorquers for a nadir-pointing 3-axis reaction wheel stabilised satellite in a 
circular orbit. Iida et al [1996] addressed a new magnetic angular momentum management 
method which incorporates environmental disturbance torque estimation and an unloading 
controller over an orbital period. 
For LEO missions a case can be made for combining magnetorquers and thrusters as two 
sources of controlled torque. Magnetorquers and thrusters have respectively their own 
advantages and disadvantages for 3-axis reaction wheel momentum management as shown 
in Table 3.1. Self-evidently magnetorquing alone involves no consumption of resources, 
but is generally slow acting. On the other hand, thrusters involve a consumption of fuel but 
are generally fast-acting. In this chapter we consider their simultaneous or combined use to 
enable a trade-off between the rate of momentum dumping and fuel consumption. So far 
there is no published paper to suggest such an application. 
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Table 3.1 Comparison of magnetorquer and thrusters 
Actuator Advantages Disadvantages 
Magnetorquer • Do not generate the • The produced torque is relatively 
translational force like small, thus the momentum 
thrusters on satellites, dumping rate is slow 
therefore do not perturb the • The magnetic torque is always 
orbit perpendicular to the magnetic 
• Do not consume any thruster field vector B 
propellant 
Thruster • Can achieve rapid momentum • Consume expendable propellant 
dumping and remove much • Can generate translational forces 
more momentum in a given to influence the satellite's orbit 
period of time 
3.2 Wheel Momentum Management Model of Rigid Satellites 
Based on Eq. (2.5), the dynamic model of an Earth-pointing satellite using 3-axis reaction 
wheels as internal torque actuators and magnetorquers and thrusters as external torque 
actuators, and ignoring the small change of spacecraft inertia tensor due to thruster 
propellant consumption, is given as follows: 
(3.1) 
We assume the satellite to be 3-axis stabilised in a circular orbit, then the absolute angular 
velocity in inertial space resolved along the body axes will be given by: 
(3.2) 
where (0 ~ is the relative body angular rate with respect to the local orbital coordinates, 
and 
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AI~ r A" A = A2J An 
A31 A32 
AI3l 
~:: J = attitude matrix of satellite body coordinates in local orbital 
system 
0)0 = [0 - 010 Or = a constant orbital angular rate vector 
If we assume a fixed Earth-pointing attitude with nadir or off-nadir pointing, we have a 
zero relative velocity: 
and we can also assume a constant attitude matrix A and a constant torque vector 
N GG (gravity gradient). 
Furthermore, we shall define N E as the net environmental torque including gyroscopic 
torque: 
(3.3) 
In this context this torque will also be a constant under the assumption of a fixed attitude. 
In addition to this environmental torque there will be a magnetic torque vector N M • This 
torque can be expressed as the cross-product of the magnetic dipole moment M of the 
magnetic coils with the measured magnetometer magnetic field strength B in the body 
frame: 
(3.4) 
where M is magnetic dipole control moment vector, and 
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(3.5) 
The magnetic field B in the body coordinates can be given by: 
B=AB II (3.6) 
where Bo is geomagnetic field vector in the local orbital coordinates. 
There is also a possible torque N r from thrusters. We can bring all these effects together 
as a model for the dumping of the reaction wheel momentum. Then the rate of change of 
reaction-wheel momentum is given by: 
Ii = Wh +[Nr +QM +N E ] (3.7) 
with, 
o 
a>oAz2 1 
- ~A2 J = constant matrix 
Accordingly, Eq. (3.7) can be regarded as the general model for the management of three-
axis reaction wheel momentum on Earth-pointing satellites. This model expresses the 
general requirement for balancing all significant torques (gyroscopic, gravity gradient, 
magnetorquing and thrusting) and maintaining constant pointing to the Earth while 
accelerating or decelerating the wheels, as required in the momentum management. 
For the perfect nadir-pointing case, there is no gyroscopic torque. We may also assume 
that there is no gravity gradient torque. In this ideal case the environmental torque 
N E = 0, the RW momentum dumping model could be simplified by: [Steyn, 1995] 
Ii = Wh +[Nr +QM] (3.8) 
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where, 
w=l ~ 
-(j) 
" 
o ~'l  0 
o 0 
(3.9) 
In the following parts, based on the optimal control theories of linear-quadratic-regulator 
(LQR) and minimum-energy-control (MEC), optimal RW momentum dumping using 
magnetorquers and thrusters separately will be discussed first. Particularly, our newly 
proposed combined dumping controllers using magnetorquers and thrusters simultaneously 
are furthermore explored, which depends on the optimal control profile using thrusters 
only. 
3.3 Optimal Dumping Controllers Using Magnetorquers only 
In this section, optimal RW momentum dumping controllers using magnetorquers only are 
investigated. The dumping model is based on Eq. (3.7) without the thrusters torque term 
NT· 
3.3.1 Linear-Quadratic-Regulator (LQR) Controller 
Steyn [1995] in his thesis has developed several optimal dumping algorithms using 3-axis 
magnetorquers for the perfect nadir-pointing case in Eq. (3.8). In this chapter, we will 
develop his results for the more general case in Eq. (3.7). Following Steyn, we will derive 
optimal feedback control laws to regulate the wheel momentum vector h towards zero for 
the general model. The first method considered here is the LQR controller that entails the 
minimisation of the following cost function: 
I( 
J =~ J {hTFh+MTRM}dt 
2 0 
(3.10) 
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where t, is the integration final time, F is a non-negative symmetric weighting 3-by-3 
matrix for the wheel angular momentum, and R is a positive symmetric weighting 3-by-3 
matrix for the magnetic coil moments. Following general practice these matrices are 
assumed to be diagonal. Increasing the weight F or reducing R will yield a faster response. 
This causes magnetorquers to use more control effort to produce larger control moment 
M(k). Then the magnetorquer control energy will increase because M(k) is proportional to 
the current of magnetic coils. On the contrary, reducing F and increasing R will yield a 
slower response. However, the magnetorquers will try to use less control energy. In 
practice, due to the saturation effect of M(k) for magnetorquers, the proper value of the 
weights F and R should be determined through simulation by trial and error until the 
performance goals are reached. Normally we can fix one of F and R, and try to gradually 
increase or decrease the other weight until the desirable performance is got. 
To minimise the cost function above, subject to the dumping model constraint of Eq. (3.7) 
without the term of NT' we get the Hamiltonian function [Burghes et aI, 1980]: 
I 
H = 2' h TFh + M TRM + P T [ Wh + QM + N E ] (3.11) 
where, 
p = [PI P2 P3f = time-dependent costate vector 
According to the Pontryagin's principle of optimal control theory [Hocking, 1991], we can 
get the control equation from setting dH = 0 : 
dM 
and the adjoint equation: 
. dH T 
P =--=-Fh-,W P dh 
(3.12) 
(3.13) 
3-
the costate is made to obey the following equation 
p = Kh-g 
where 
K Time-dependent 3-by-3 gain matrix 
g Time-dependent 3-by-1 bias vector 
Using the relation of Eqs. (3.7), (3.12), (3.13) and (3.14), we can then get: 
[K +KW +F+ WTK -KQR-1QTK]h 
+[KQR-1QTg+KN E -g-WTg]=O 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
If Eq. (3.15) is always true for any value of h, we can obtain a matrix Riccatti equation: 
(3.16) 
and the differential equation: 
(3.17) 
The aim is to produce a precise solution within one orbit. In principle, the matrix 
differential equations Eq. (3.16) and (3.17) must be solved by backwards integration 
according to the two-point boundary value [Steyn, 1995]. The aim is to find a solution 
where the value of K at the beginning is the same as the end i.e. K(D) = K(tf)· This 
provides an orbital solution corresponding to the cyclic nature of the magnetic field Band 
therefore Q. An iterative method then follows: K(t,) is first set to a zero matrix; then Eq. 
(3.16) is backwards integrated to obtain a value K(D); which is then substituted as an 
improved estimate to a new K(t I ); and Eq. (3.17) is solved again until the desired 
solution is obtained (beginning = end). Finally, substitute the solution K into Eq. (3.17) to 
solve g. The values of K a~d g at sampled intervals can then be stored in an onboard look-
up table to be used at the corresponding orbital locations for dumping control. 
3.3.2 Infinite Linear-Quadratic-Regulator (ILQR) 
An alternative and approximate method exploits the fact that the geomagnetic field is 
slowly varying. It can be shown that a sufficiently accurate quasi-static LQR feedback 
control law can be computed, generating an immediate solution to K at each point in the 
orbit, without the need for iterative backwards integration and without the need for the 
previous storage of calculated values of K and g at each orbital location. At each sampling 
step, we can solve the following Riccatti equation: 
(3.18) 
and 
(3.19) 
From Eq. (3.5), the matrix Q related to the geomagnetic strength B is time-varying in 
orbit. Based on Eqs. (3.18) and (3.19), the solutions of K and g will finally tend to have a 
cyclic trend as the geomagnetic field. Based on the principle addressed above, the weights 
F and R are also determined through simulation in order to get the desirable response. In 
this method, no large look-up tables are needed as in the previous method, but it is 
computational demanding because the Hamiltonian is a 6th-order matrix. 
3.3.3 Minimum-Energy Controller (MEC) 
A different approach is to ignore cost in momentum taken to complete manoeuvre. 
Another fixed terminating time, minimum-energy, optimal controller is presented. It 
minimises a different cost function subject to the constraint of Eq. (3.7) without the terms 
of NT: 
1 If I T J =- M Mdt 
2 0 
(3.20) 
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The cost function in Eq. (3.20) will correspond to the overall control energy of 
magnetorquers because the magnetic dipole moment M is proportional to the control 
current of magnetic coils. In this case, the Hamiltonian function is as follows: 
I 
H = - M TM + P T [ Wh + QM + N E ] 2 . (3.21) 
Eq. (3.21) will be subject to the two-point boundary conditions of h(O) and h(tj) = O. The 
adjoint equations can be obtained as: 
JH T p=--=-W p=Wp Jh 
The equation above is linear and can be solved analytically as: 
p = eWtp(O) 
The optimal control can be obtained as: 
Therefore, 
M = _QT eWtp(O) 
(3.22) 
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
Because the eigenvalues of the matrix W is along the imaginary axis, the solution of the 
costate p will be oscillatory from Eq. (3.23). However, when the control moment Min Eq. 
(3.25) is introduced into the dumping model in Eq. (3.7) without NT' the dumping system 
using MEC will be stabilised. 
Substituting Eq. (3.25) into Eq. (3.7) (without the term NT)' then yield 
(3.26) 
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The variation of extremal method [Kirk, 1970] [Steyn, 1995] can now be used to solve 
p(O). 
I. Assume an initial p(O) . 
2. Solve h by numerically integrating Eg. (3.26) from 0 to t r , using h(O) and p(O) as 
initial conditions. Also, solve the state and costate influence function matrices Ph and 
PI' by numerical integration. 
where, 
db P =--
h - dp(O) 
dp 
PI' == dp(O) 
thus, 
and 
Ph (0) = [0] 
PI' (0) = [1] 
(the 3 by 3 zero matrix) 
(the 3 by 3 identity matrix) 
. a2H a2H 
Ph = apah Ph + ap2 PI' = WPh +QQPI' 
. a2H a2H 
PI' = - ah2 Ph - ahap Pp = WPI' 
3. Adjust p(O) based on Newton's method: 
pi+l (0) = pi (0) - [p~ (t f) r hi (t f) 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
4. Repeat step 2 and 3, until/lh i (t f)/I < E, where E is an arbitrarily small constant. 
Based on the above numerical iteration, the solution of p(O) will be finally reached. The 
MEC optimal control moment M depends on p(O) in Eg. (3.25), and this can be done off-
line for a specific orbit window. Note that the MEC controller will completely work in 
open-loop as the solution for M does not make use of any wheel momentum 
measurements. 
3.3.4 Simulation Demonstration 
Simulations were carried out to investigate the performance of the RW momentum 
dumping controllers using magnetorguers only. The Earth-pointing mini-satellite UoSAT-
12 is used as an example during simulations. The parameters of UoSAT - I 2 for simulation 
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are listed in Table 3.2. Fig. 3. 1 shows a typical strength of the geomagnetic field in the 
local orbit coordinates ofUoSAT-12. 
Table 3.2 UoSA T -12 parameters for simulations 
Circular orbit 
Orbit period 
Reaction wheel 
Magnetorquer 
Moment of inertia 
Simulation sample time 
Satellite attitude 
Geomagnetic field model 
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Fig. 3.1 Typical Earth-magnetic field in local orbital coordinates for UoSA T -12 
The proposed optimal controllers LQR, ILQR and MEC using magnetorquers are 
compared with a common cross-product law (CCPL) dumping algorithm [Steyn, 1995] : 
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M = KII/ (hxB)/IIBII (3.29) 
where KII/ is a scalar gain. The value of KII/ will determine the RW momentum dumping 
rate by CCPL. If the value of K 11/ is chosen to be too small, the dumping control will take 
longer time than to be expected. If KII/ is too large, the magnetic control moment will 
immediately saturate even with a small value of h from Eq. (3.29). This might cause an 
unstable control of RW momentum dumping. In the meantime, some control energy of 
magnetic coils will be wasted due to the over-actuation of magnetorquers. Therefore, an 
adequate value of K m can be gradually determined by trial and error during simulation. 
This value should finally meet the dumping rate and also avoid the over-actuation of 
magnetorquers. 
In order to evaluate the performance of each controller, a control energy function for 
magnetic control moment M is defined as: 
(3.30) 
Due to the dependence of the geomagnetic field on the orbit position, the dumping 
behaviour will be influenced by the orbit window assigned to RW momentum dumping by 
magnetorquers only. Fig. 3.2 shows a case of a half-orbit (3000-second) momentum 
dumping effort using the magnetorquer ll..QR, LQR, MEC and CCPL controllers (For 
clarity only, the momentum amplitude Ilhll is shown). An arbitrary starting point for 
simulations is assumed.· The initial RW momentum vector is arbitrarily taken to be 
h(O) = [I 2 - I r Nms. The value of the weighting matrix of F and R in Eq. (3. I I) will 
critically influence the performance of LQR and ll..QR controllers. The principle how to 
choose the proper F and R is discussed in Section 3.3.1. Because of the saturation of the 
magnetic control M(k), initially we fix the value of F, then gradually increase or decrease 
the value of R in simulati~n until getting a satisfactory performance, which meets the 
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requirement of desirable dumping time and avoids too much saturation of M(k). Through 
simulation, the values of Kill ' F and R are finally determined as follows : 
Kill =160 ~ ~l 
o 1 lO.0002 R= 0 o o 0.0002 o 
The saturation of the magnetic control moment for ILQR, LQR and CCPL controllers took 
place during the first-half dumping period. From Fig. 3.2a, the RW momentum dumping 
behaviour for ll..,QR, LQR and CCPL are almost the same during initial 2000 seconds. 
After that, the saturation of M(k) for ILQR and LQR become less. At the final stage, the 
dumping behaviour of ILQR and LQR is different from that of CCPL. However ILQR and 
LQR almost have the same effect for dumping. Their lines are overlapped in Fig. 3.2 for 
the whole period because of the same weights of F and R. The MEC controller generates 
the control moment of M(k) evenly in the whole dumping period. It avoids the saturation 
of M(k). From Fig. 3.2b we can see the MEC controller consumes the least energy, and the 
energy cost of CCPL is the highest. The ILQR and LQR almost have same performance. 
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Fig. 3.2 RW momentum dumping using magnetorquers only in half an orbit * 
3.3.5 Summary 
In principle, both the LQR and MEC controllers described can be applied to achieve 
optimal wheel momentum dumping using three-axis magnetorquers. However, both these 
methods have to resort to solving the two-point boundary value problem. Such a solution 
depends on the knowledge of the local geomagnetic field . Both methods require the 
amplitude of the moment of magnetic coils to be unbounded. The feedback nature of the 
LQR controller would be preferred compared to the open-loop MEC controller. The LQR 
controller will also ensure robustness against modelling errors and external disturbances. If 
the geomagnetic field does not change much between successive orbits, an orbital LQR 
gain lookup table can be calculated off-line and then used onboard. On the other hand , the 
MEC controller will consume the least amount of energy. But a MEC controller is open 
loop in nature and not ideal for off-line calculation when solving the boundary value 
problem. Because of modelling errors (e.g. geomagnetic field) and external torque 
disturbances on the stabilised satellite, their control accuracy is limited. 
• Note : All the energy cost investigations shown in the fi gures are normalized w.r.t. the maximum value 
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3.4 Optimal Dumping Controllers Using PWM Thrusters only 
The thrusters could be employed to implement a relatively rapid management of the wheel 
momentum compared with magnetorquers. If the thrusters are used in the PWM mode, 
they can be approximated as linear actuators. In this section, the optimal dumping 
controllers using thruster only will be discussed and are to be compared with the previous 
section that uses magnetorquers only. The model of Eq. (3.7) in this case can be simplified 
as: 
(3.31 ) 
3.4.1 LQR Controller 
Similarly, the optimal feedback control law to regulate the wheel momentum vector h 
towards the zero vector, using PWM thrusters, is derived by minimising the following cost 
function: 
(3.32) 
As discussed in Section 3.3.1, the weights F and R will finally determine the control 
performance of the system. Increasing the weight F or reducing R will yield a faster 
response and thruster will use more control efforts. On the contrary, reducing F and 
increasing R will yield a slower response and thruster will use less control efforts. 
Practically, we can fix one value F and R, and gradually increase or decrease the other 
weight until the desired performance is reached, which will meet the system response 
requirement and avoid the over actuation of thrusters. 
To minimise the cost function in Eq. (3.32) subject to the dumping model constraint of Eq. 
(3.31), we can solve the Riccatti equation: 
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K = -KW - WTK -F+KR-'K (3.33) 
and a vector differential equation: 
(3.34) 
If we set weight matrixes F and R to be constant and diagonal, and make use of the 
boundary conditions KCt f ) = 0 and gUr ) = -RN £' Eq. (3.33) and (3.34) can easily be 
solved by backwards integration methods. Therefore the control law is given by: 
(3.35) 
The time-dependent 3-by-3 gain matrix K and 3-by-l vector g can be saved in look-up 
tables to achieve on-board optimal dumping control using PWM thrusters. 
3.4.2 I LQR Controller 
If the infinite time LQR (ILQR) is adopted, the gain matrix Koo and vector goo can be 
derived by: 
o = -K~ W - WTK~ -F+K~R-'K~ 
O=-[W T -K~R-']g~ +K~N£ 
(3.36) 
(3.37) 
Due to the time invariance of the wheel momentum management model in Eq. (3.31), the 
solutions Koo and vector goo based on Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37) will be constant. The 
advantages against the time-dependent solutions for LQR is that there is no need to build 
up the look-up gains in on-board memory or to solve the ILQR problem every sampling 
period. The control performance of LQR and ILQR by using the same values of F and R 
will not have much difference. The gain matrix Koo and vector goo, due to the choice of the 
weighting matrixes F and R, will determine the final response time of the dumping system. 
3.4.3 Minimum-Energy Controller (MEC) 
A fixed terminal time, minimum-energy optimal controller can be derived by minimising 
the energy cost function subject to the constraint of Eq. (3.31): 
1 I( 
J ="2 fN/N T dt 
o 
(3.38) 
In the same way, the optimal control torque will be: 
(3.39) 
Substitute Eq. (3.39) into Eq. (3.31), then 
(3.40) 
Similarly, the initial state p(O) of the costate vector pet) in Eq. (3.40) can be solved off-line 
as discussed in Section 3.3.3. Thereby, the optimal minimum-energy control (MEC) torque 
NT(t) with the open-loop nature using PWM thrusters is obtained. 
3.4.4 Minimum-Time Controller (MTC) 
Generally, due to the thruster output restriction, the minimum-time dumping using 
thrusters only can be derived by minimising the following cost function subject to the 
conditions in Eq. (3.31) [Hocking, 1991]: 
(3.41 ) 
However, the maximum output torque of thrusters is usually bigger than that of reaction 
wheels onboard a satellite. In this case, the minimum-time dumping of RW momentum 
will be dominated by the torque restriction of reaction wheels as follows: 
N w- max = [N IV- max - r N w- ma\-\ N IV - max-: r = RW maximum torque 
The minimum overall dump time can be computed as follows: 
tmin = max[tmin_ X t min-r t min-:] 
/h, (0)/ (3.42) 
N IV- max -.\ 
Therefore, the required PWM thruster torque along three axes of the satellite body frame 
for the minimum-time dumping control can be simplified as: 
(3.43) 
where the symbol sign( ) is a function returning the sign (±1) of the variable between 
brackets. 
3.5 Combined Dumping Controllers using MTs and Thrusters 
In the previous sections, we have discussed optimal RW momentum dumping using each 
of magnetorquers and. thrusters. This section presents the new concept of the thesis: 
combined RW momentum dumping implemented by the blending control of MTs and 
thrusters. It is well known that Saving thruster propellant is significant for an attitude 
control system equipped with thrusters. So far, no published paper could be found that 
copes with the combined management of reaction wheel momentum using magnetorquers 
and thrusters simultaneou~ly. Next, we will present several combined control algorithms 
aiming to cut down the consumption of thruster propellant. 
'1 1(\ 
The optimal control schemes involving magnetorquers for a certain time period from 0 to 
t, always require the magnetic field model, such as the methods analysed in Section 3.3. 
In this case, depending on the two-poi nt-boundary condition, we can theoretically solve the 
optimal problem. However, due to the complexity of the time-variant magnetic field 
model, these optimal controllers will be extremely difficult to apply onboard satellites 
when the capacity of onboard computers is limited. Likewise, in order to economise 
thruster fuel, the optimal combined schemes for minimising a cost function including 
magnetorquers for a certain time period from 0 to t f will also encounter the same 
problem. By considering practical utilisation, the following proposed combined algorithms 
are optimised for a cost function only at every sample time interval, which simply depend 
on the magnetic field measurements rather than the complicated magnetic model. These 
methods will implement the combined use of magnetorquers and thrusters. Although, over 
the whole dumping period, these algorithms may not be optimal, they are practical, simple 
and suitable for on-board real-time applications. 
3.5.1 One-Phase Optimal Combined Control (OPOCC) 
The optimal LQR, MEC and MTC controllers for RW momentum dumping using only 
PWM thrusters (discussed in Section 3.4) can be used to obtain the dumping torque profile 
during a fixed time period from 0 to t f' which we intend to use for the combined 
controller. If we assume the calculated torque N(k) from Section 3.4 at every sample time 
step k to be generated simultaneously by magnetorquers and PWM thrusters, we can 
define: 
where 
N(k) = NT(k) + Q(k)M(k) (3.44) 
N(k) = [N, (k) N, (k) N z (k)f = required combined torque from LQR, MEC or 
MTC controller addressed in Section 3.4 
whereNT(k) is 3-axis PWM thruster torque, and Q(k) as defined in Eq. (3.5). Reorganise 
Eq. (3.44) as: 
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where, 
N(k) = D(k)N MT(k) 
D(k) =l- B. ~(k) 
B,(k) 
B:(k) 
o 
-B,(k) 
-B,(k) 
B,(k) 
o 
100] 010 
001 
3.5.1.1 Minimum-Energy Combined Dumping (MECD) 
(3.45) 
In order to arrive at the formulation of an optimal combined controller, firstly a following 
novel cost function is proposed to minimise the control energy of thrusters and 
magnetorquers at each sampling step: 
(3.46) 
where A is a 3-by-1 vector of Lagrange multipliers that adjoin the constant equations to the 
scalar cost equation, and S is a 6-by-6 constant positive weighting matrix. We simply 
defined S to be a diagonal positive matrix having the form as S = diag(a, a, a, b, b, b), 
where a and b are positive scalars. When we increase the weight a for the magnetic control 
moment M(k), M(k) will tend to provide less control effort in order to reduce the control 
energy from MTs during this combined control. In such a case, the PWM thrusters will 
take over more control torque from the required torque profile N(k). Likewise, if the 
weight b for the thrusters control is increased, NT(k) will tend to use less control effort 
and M(k) will have to undertake more torque from the torque profile N(k). However, the 
active magnetic torque NM (k) must be in the plane Ps normal to the vector B(k) shown in 
Fig. 3.3. Therefore, when the weight b becomes smaller and smaller, M(k) will gradually 
reach a limit, which will make'the magnetic control torque NM (k) have a smallest error to 
the required torque N(k) , shown in Fig. 3.3. In this case, M(k) can be described as: 
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M(k) = -(N(k)XB(k»)jIlB(k)1I2 (3.47) 
B(k) 
Fig. 3.3 The configuration of the magnetic torque N M (k) 
However, in practice, due to the saturation effect of M(k) , such a limit value of NM (k) is 
difficult to get. Therefore, the weight b should not be small. The actual values of a and b 
should be determined in simulation by trail and error, which can balance the control efforts 
of M(k) and NT(k) , and also avoid over actuation of MTs. 
In order to minimise J(k), we take derivatives of Eq. (3.46) with respect to N MT (k) by 
. aJ(k) 0 h . Id settmg = ,t en Yle : 
aNMT(k) 
(3.48) 
Based on Eqs. (3.45) and (3.48), we can further derive for N MT (k) , 
N MT (k) = S-IDT (k)[ D(k )S-IDT (k )]-1 N(k) (3.49) 
Eq. (3.49) is an optimal blending algorithm for magnetorquers and thrusters by minimising 
their control energy during wheel momentum management. This equation divides the 
required torque N(k) optimally into two parts. One part has to be generated by the 
magnetorquers and the other part by the PWM thrusters. The supporting torques produced 
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by the magnetorquers could obviously reduce the consumption of the limited thruster 
propellant. 
3.5.1.2 Minimum-Fuel Combined Dumping (MFCD) 
For the combined momentum dumping, our main concern is always to minimise the use of 
thruster fuel and magnetorquer control energy. According to this philosophy, we propose 
another cost function which is more meaningful than Eq. (3.46) for combined 
consideration during a specific sampling period. 
(3.50) 
The term INrr(k)I+INn.(k)I+INTZ(k)1 in Eq. (3.50) represents the total consumption of 
thruster fuel, MT (k)M(k) represents the electrical consumption of magnetorquers at the 
time step k. To start with, we wish to consider a minimum-fuel combined controller to 
minimise the thruster fuel cost function only as: 
J TF (k) = IN Tx (k )1 + IN Tl" (k )1 + IN Tz (k )1 
which is defined to be subject to two equations: 
N M (k) = Q(k)M(k) = N(k) - NT(k) 
IN rr (k)1 + IN Tv (k)l+ IN Tz (k)1 ~ IN, (k)1 + IN 1, (k)1 + INz (k)1 
where, 
(3.51 ) 
(3.52) 
(3,53) 
N M (k) = [ N Mx (k) N M, (k) N Mz (k)] T = magnetic torque at the sample time k 
The restriction described in Eq. (3.53) will make sure that at every sample time, the 
combined control will always use less fuel than the dumping control by using thrusters 
only. On the other hand, because the torque generated by magnetorquers must always be 
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perpendicular to the Earth-magnetic field vector B(k), then we can obtain the following 
relation: 
[ Nt (k) - N Tt (k ) ] Bt (k) + [ N, (k ) - NT, (k ) ] B, (k ) 
+[ Nz(k) - NTz(k)]B:(k) = 0 (3.54) 
Furthermore, we assume the magnetic measurement B: (k) =t: O. We can solve Eg. (3.54) 
for NT;:(k) and then substitute it into Eg. (3.51). The fuel cost function ITF(k) in Eg. 
(3.51) can be reorganised as: 
where 
I TF (k) = 1 N Tx (k)1 + / N Tv (k )/ + 
N (k ) . B (k) - N Tx (k ) B x (k ) - N 7)' (k ) B,. (k ) 
Bz(k) 
N(k) . B(k) = the dot product of the vector N(k) and B(k) 
(3.55) 
Intuitively, the minimum value of the fuel cost function I TF (k) in Eg. (3.52) versus the 
variables NTx(k) and NTvCk) must always exist. This value must be among the following 
three possibilities as follows: 
(1) N 7)' (k) = 0, N Tz (k) = ° , then 
N k _ Nx(k)B,(k)+Ny(k)Bv(k)+N;:(k)B;:(k) 
Tr( ) - B,.(k) (3.56) 
I k = Nr(k)Br(k)+Ny(k)Bv(k)+NJk)Bz(k) 
!Fl' ( ) Br ( k ) (3.57) 
(2) NT,(k)=O, NT;:(k)=O,then 
N k _ Nx(k)Br (k) + N,. (k)B)k) + N;: (k)B: (k) 
T,,( ) - ~ B)k) (3.58) 
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N, ( k ) B, (k) + N \ ( k ) B I' (k) + N ~ ( k ) B; (k ) 
lTFI' (k) = I-------'----'-----~-~­
B,,(k) 
(3) N Tr (k) = 0, N TI' (k) = ° , then 
N (k) = N,(k)B,(k) + N,,(k)B)k) + N;(k)B~(k) 
Tz BJk) 
k _ N,(k)B,(k) + Ny(k)B\,(k) + N~(k)B~(k) 
lm,( ) - B:(k) 
In conclusion, the minimum value of 1 TF (k) in Eq. (3.55) will be: 
_ [/N(k). B(k)/] 
J TF-rnin (k) - Bmax (k) 
B (k) B(k) B (k) 
(3.59) 
(3.60) 
(3.61 ) 
(3.62) 
= I N,(k)+ ,I N,(k)+ Z N"(k) 
Bmax (k) Bmax (k)' Bmax (k) - (3.63) 
B,(k) B,(k) B_(k) 
:::;; B max (k) N, (k) + B max (k) N \ (k) + B m:x (k) N c (k ) 
:::;; IN, (k)1 + IN, (k)1 + IN: (k)1 
Therefore, we have found the minimum value of the cost function 1 TF (k) of Eq. (3.51), 
and have proved that this value always satisfies the restriction in Eq. (3.53). In order to 
achieve this minimum-fuel c9ntrol, we can obtain an infinite combination of choices of 
NTx(k) , NT,(k) and NT;(k) , which are under the restriction in Eq. (3.54). Otherwise, 
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we can not solve for the magnetic control moment M(k). Among these choices, there 
always exists a simple special case discussed above. This scheme means magnetorquers 
will be in charge of two-axis required torques, and thrusters only generate the torque along 
the third axis, whose absolute value is described in Eqs. (3.62) and (3.63). Therefore, 
based upon this approach, we can determine NT (k) , which will minimise the thruster fuel 
cost during the combined dumping effort. Next, we shall derive the required magnetic 
control moment M(k) at every sample time k. 
(a) The Case for IB, (k)1 = max{IB, (k)l, IB, (k)l, IB: (k)l) 
First of all, we assume IB,(k)1 = max(IB, (k)l, IB,(k)l, IB:(k)I) , then to minimise the fuel 
cost according to Eq. (3.62), we can obtain: 
N(k) ·B(k) 
N,(k)- B = Bz(k)M,.(k)-B,.(k)Mz(k) 
x 
N, (k) = - B z (k ) M x (k ) + Bx (k ) M z (k ) 
Nz(k) = B,(k)Mx(k)-B,(k)M,(k) 
(3.64a) 
(3.64b) 
(3.64c) 
Because the set of linear equations in Eqs. (3.64) versus M(k) is linearly dependent, the 
solution for M(k) depending on Eqs. (3.64) is not unique. In order to derive a unique 
solution for these equations, we furthermore add another constraint to Eqs. (3.64), which 
aims to minimise the control energy of the magnetic moment as: 
J ME(k) = ~MT (k)M(k) 
2 
(3.65) 
This energy cost function is defined to be subject to Eq (3.64b) and Eq. (3.64c). Then we 
can get a Hamiltonian function as follows: 
where 
H(k) = ~MT (k)M(k) + pJNl'(k) + B;(k)M/k) - BJk)M :(k)] 
+ P2[N; (k) - B,,(k)Mx(k) + B,(k)M ,(k)] 
PI' P2 = introduced assistant co-state scalars 
(3.66) 
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Furthermore we take derivatives of Eq. (3.66) with respect to M(k), according to 
dH(k) 0 .. h h . f II 
-tM-(-k-) = ,giVIng t e tree equatIOns as 0 ows: 
Mx(k) + PIB:Ck ) - P2B,(k) = 0 
My(k) + P2B,(k) = 0 
M :(k) - PIB,(k) = 0 
From Eqs. (3.67), we can derive the following equation: 
(3.67a) 
(3.67b) 
(3.67b) 
B,(k)M,(k)+B,(k)M,,(k)+Bz(k)Mz(k) = 0 or B(k)·M(k) =0 (3.68) 
Eq. (3.68) implies that the requirement for minimising control energy of magnetorques 
will be reached when the magnetic control moment M(k) is orthogonal to the magnetic 
field B(k). 
Combining Eq. (3.68) with Eqs. (3.64b) and (3.64c), therefore we can obtain the unique 
solution for M(k), which will minimise both the thruster fuel cost in Eq. (3.51) and 
magnetorquer control energy in Eq. (3.65): 
B, (k) 
o 
- B, (k) 
The matrix Q FMx (k) is non-singular because 
(3.69) 
(3.70) 
where the symbol det is for computing the determinant of a matrix. Therefore a unique 
solution for Eq. (3.69) alw~ys exists under the condition of the natural magnetic field 
B(k):;t: O. 
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Similarly, we can get the solution M(k) when IB,. (k)1 = max(IBr (k)l, IB, (k)l, IB: (k)I), then 
[
Br(k) 
M(k) = 0 
B,(k) ]
_J[ ] BI(k) B:(k) 0 0 
Bz (k ) - BI (k ) Nt (k ) = Q ~~\ (k )[ N, (k )] 
- Bx (k) 0 N, (k) N, (k) 
. -
(c) The Case for IB~(k)1 = max(IBx(k)l, IBI(k)l, IBz(k)l) 
when IBz(k)1 = max(IBx(k)l, IB/k)l, IBz(k)I) , M(k) will be: 
(3.71) 
(3.72) 
One of three alternate equations (3.70), (3.71) and (3.72) is used on each time step 
depending on the relative magnitude of magnetic field. Anyone of the equations calculates 
a torque which is correct on two of the axes but is not correct on the third axis. The 
thruster is switched on for the third axis to create correct net torque component and the 
theory shows that this is the minimal correction necessary. Therefore, these solutions will 
minimise the cost function described in Eq. (3.50), and result in both minimum-thruster-
fuel and minimum-magnetorquer-energy control during combined RW momentum 
dumping. 
3.5.2 Two-Phase Combined Control (TPCC) 
We assume to dump reaction-wheel momentum in a certain period from the time 0 to t f . 
For the combined dumping by magnetorquers and thrusters, the objective is to make full 
use of magnetorquers to cut down the consumption of thruster fuel as much as possible. 
According to this philosophy, we propose a two-phase dumping control scheme as shown 
in Fig. 3.4. 
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bv PWM thrusters only 
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Fig. 3.4 Two-phase combined dumping scheme 
During the first phase, a simple cross-product law is introduced by using magnetorquer 
control only: 
(3.73) 
where 
k" = a constant scalar gain 
Likewise the value of K" will determine the RW momentum dumping rate by this 
method. The principle of how to choose K" is similar to choose Kill in Eq. (3.29) as 
discussed in Section 3.3.4. The adequate value of K" can be decided through simulation 
in order to meet the requirement of the dumping rate and avoid the over-actuation of 
magnetorquers. 
Before the second phase, tl will be checked at every sample step k until t, - t) = tmin (k) , 
where tmin (k) is determined by: 
l/hr(k)/ t . (k) = max ---'---~ mID N W-max-x (3.74) NW-max-r 
which is the minimum dumping time by using PWM thrusters only. The overall torque 
profile during the second phase can be calculated according to Eq. (3.43) , where the initial 
momentum h(O) is replaced by h(t,), and then the combined control scheme of MECD or 
MFCD discussed in Section 3.5.1 can be applied. 
3.5.3 Discussion 
All the theoretical analyses addressed above for combined control schemes assume the 
magnetorquer control moment to be unbounded and continuous. In practice, the firing of 
magnetorquers can not be allowed during the period of magnetometer measurements and 
the magnetorquers also have a saturation limit. This saturation limit for the combined 
algorithms apocc (MECD and MFCD) might have a considerable effect. If the 
saturation of magnetic moments is considered, theoretically it will be extremely difficult to 
solve the optimal-combined-dumping problems addressed in Eq. (3.46) and Eq. (3.50). In 
practice, for the combined dumping control, our main objective is to minimise the fuel 
cost. The fuel cost function J TF in Eq. (3.5\) is reorganised as: 
J TF = IN Tt (k)1 + INn. (k)1 + IN T: (k)1 
= IN, (k) - Bz (k)M" (k) + B, (k)Mz (k)1 
+ IN\' (k) + Bz (k)M, (k) - Br(k)M: (k)1 
+INz(k) - B,,(k)M,(k) + B,(k)My(k)1 
(3.75) 
Geometrically, the minimum value of J TF versus M(k) in Eq. (3.75) will always exist. 
Under the constraint condition of IM\(k)I,IM\(k)I,IM:(k)I~Ml11ax(Mmax IS the 
saturation value of magnetic moment), it is more difficult to systematically find the 
minimum value of J TF . In such a case, the minimum value of J TF could be either in Eq. 
(3.62) or in the marginal conditions. Therefore, in order to model this saturation effect of 
M(k), we can add the following conditions for practical applications. If any component of 
M(k) calculated from Eq. (3.49) by MECD or Eqs. (3.69), (3.71) and (3.72) by MFCD 
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exceeds the limit value. we will check the magnetorquer margin conditions. which means 
any component of M(k) will take a value of either Mill>!, or - Mill", . Based upon Eq. 
(3.75), we can find the minimum value of J TF for these margin conditions. Then 
according to Eq. (3.44), we can compute the thruster control torque 
NT = [N T, NJ"> N Te r ' which is required to satisfy the restriction in Eq. (3.53) in order 
to result in the thruster fuel being economised. 
For on board applications, we suggest that 3-axis reaction wheels be also commissioned to 
provide a quaternion feedback compensation to combat un modelled system errors and 
maintain the satellite in a fixed attitude during RW momentum dumping. The error 
quaternion will be the quaternion difference between the current quaternion and the 
commanded quaternion and is computed from Eq. (2.10). Accordingly, the quaternion 
feedback controller with proved global stability can be described as [Wie et aI, 1989]: 
(3.76) 
where, 
N \V-COlli" = active compensation torque by 3-axis RWs during momentum dumping 
k",kd = positive gain scalars 
Based on Eq. (3.77), an eigenaxis rotation will be achieved (the principle of eigenaxis 
rotation will be discussed in Chapter 4). The Dynamic model in Eq. (3.1) can finally be 
approximated by [Wie et aI, 1989]: 
(3.77) 
where 
¢J rotation angle along eigenaxis 
Under the assumption of fixed attitude during RW momentum dumping control, 
magnetorquers and thrusters will cause slight change in attitude. Therefore. Eq. (3.77) can 
be further simplified as: 
(3.78) 
Eq. (3.78) is a common linear second-order equation. The PD gain scalars k" and k" can 
be determined by properly choosing the damping ratio S and the natural frequency wll to 
satisfy: 
and (3.79) 
In order to avoid a high overshoot in step response of the system, the dumping ratio scan 
be chosen between 0.7 - 1. The natural frequency wn should also be carefully selected to 
give a reasonable settling time T.5 = 3/«(OJJ . If s is chosen to be smaller, the overshot of 
the system will be high. Usually the acceptable overshoot range is 0 - 15%. S = 0.7 will 
generate a 5% of overshot. If S is chosen to be too big, the settling time becomes much 
longer. In this thesis, a I-second sampling time is used for most theoretical demonstrations 
in simulation. Due to the consideration of the RW saturation and characteristics of external 
disturbance, finally a 50-second settling time is chosen in the following simulation 
demonstrations. The value of the parameters is set to be S = 0.85, wll "" 0.07, k" "" 0.01 
and k" "" 0.12. The more detailed explanation of how to choose Sand wll adequately is 
beyond the scope of this thesis and can be found in the references [Wie et aI, 1989] [Vegte, 
1986]. 
Therefore, the practical implementation of an optimal combined RW momentum dumping 
system is shown in the following flow chart: 
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Fig. 3.5 Flow chart of combined RW momentum dumping schemes 
3.6 Comparison of RW Dumping Using Thrusters only and 
Combined Methods 
Sections 3.4 and 3.5 have in theory investigated the optimal RW momentum dumping 
controller using thrusters only and combined dumping scenarios using thrusters and 
magnetorquers simultaneously which are based on the optimal control profile by using 
thruster only. In this section, simulation demonstrations are carried out to give a 
comparison of these dumping controllers from the point of thruster propellant 
consumption. The simulation is based on the UoSA T -12 ADCS platform. PWM thrusters 
are assumed to provide required toque in three-axes. To discuss the practical mounting 
configuration and torque distribution of the cold-gas thruster system on UoSAR-12 is 
beyond the scope of this thesis. During simulation we assume the torque output of 
thrusters is 35mNm and the minimum firing time is 50 mini-seconds. The other parameters 
are the same as in Table 3.2. 
The accumulated firing time of thrusters is investigated to assess the fuel consumption. 
Based upon the optimal controllers LQR, MEC or MTC using PWM cold-gas thrusters 
only, the one-phase combined dumping algorithms (OPOCC), including MECD and 
MFCD, were simulated. The simulation for the two-phase combined control (TPCC) was 
also carried out. All the combined schemes are compared to the dumping controller using 
thrusters only (OCT). For the consideration of clarity, the combined control schemes of 
apocc based on LQR and MEC, and TPCC(cross-product + MTC) are respectively 
numbered as I, 2, and 3. The optimal controllers MFCD and MECD discussed above at 
every time step are respectively applied to these three control profiles determined by LQR, 
MEC and MTC. Therefore, DCT-I represents the RW momentum dumping control using 
thrusters only based on LQR; MECD-l represents combined dumping using MECD 
assigned to the LQR profile; MECD-3 represents the combined dumping using MECD 
assigned to TPCC, etc. 
(a) 600-Second Dumping 
A random common starting point in orbit is assumed in the following simulations. Figs. 
3.6-12 respectively show a one-tenth-orbit (600-second) momentum dumping effort by 
using thrusters only, the combined methods OPOCC (MECD, MFCD) based upon the 
LQR and MEC controllers, and TPCC (during second phase, based upon MECD and 
MFCD). The weighting matrix F and R in Eq. (3.32) for LQR and ILQR are determined 
through simulation in order to get the required system response (600 seconds here). How 
to choose the weight matrix S in Eq. (3.46) is presented in Section 3.5.1.1. The gain K h in 
Eq. (3.73) for the cross-product law is also determined in simulation by trial and error until 
a desirable momentum dumping rate without too much saturation of the magnetic control 
moment M(k) of magnetorquers. Their values are listed as follows: 
[
1 0 0] 
F = 0 1 0 
001 [
0.000036 0 
R = 0 0.000036 
o 0 
S . ( l) 'J l)) = dlag 1. I, 1,5 x \0 , 5 x 10 .5 x \0 K" = 0.0025 
The simulations show that, for DCT and OPOCC, the RW momentum behaviour is almost 
the same, and the satellite attitude variation is not much different during dumping control. 
The attitude variation is caused by the nonlinear effect of PWM thrusters. From Figs. 3.7 
and 3. 10, we can clearly distinguish the two separate dumping phases of the TPCC 
combined method. The combined methods can always save a large amount of thruster fuel 
as seen from Figs. 3.8 and 3.11. Due to the quaternion feedback control generated by 3-
axis reaction wheels, the satellite will be kept close to a nadir-pointing attitude with only 
small deviations, as seen from Fig. 3.6b, Fig. 3.7b and Fig. 3.9b. The residue momentum 
after dumping control has ended is caused by the PWM thruster torque and roundoff 
errors. 
Fig. 3.6 actually shows momentum dumping for three different methods: DCT -I, MECD-I 
and MFCD-I. Because the combined methods MECD-I and MFCD-I employ the optimal 
control profile from DCT -I, at each sampling step, the actual dumping toque generated by 
PWM thrusters and magnetorquers for MECD-I and MFCD-I is the same as DCT -I. 
Hence the RW momentum and satellite attitude variation is same for three methods. 
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Fig. 3.6 Momentum dumping by DCT-l, MECD-l and MFCD-l in 10% of an orbit 
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Fig. 3.7 RW momentum dumping by MECD-3 in 10% of an orbit 
Fig. 3.7 shows the simulation for the two-phase combined control (TPCC). At the second 
phase, minimum-energy-combined-dumping(MECD) is employed. During the first phase, 
the cross-product law in Eq. (3.13) is employed to dump RW momentum as much as 
possible until the residual momentum can be dumped by thruster minimum time control 
(MTC). From the figure, we can clearly distinguish the separation of two phases. From the 
point of two phase switching, the satellite attitude varies in all three-axes because of the 
introduction of thruster torque. According to Fig. 3.3, in most cases, the magnetic control 
torque N M (k) can not be produced to be aligned with RW momentum h(k) -at each 
sampling step. So N M (k) can only remove RW momentum along two axes at one time. 
However, due to the cyclic nature of the geomagnetic field, the magnetic field direction in 
the satellite body frame will change. Hence, on average, the magnetic torque N M (k) can 
remove RW momentum in all three axes. In Fig. 6.7, during the first phase, 
N M (k) decreases toe RW momentum along x- and y-axes. The z-axis momentum 
contrarily increases. This is mainly caused by the characteristics of the geomagnetic field 
during this simulation orbit window. In later simulation (shown in Fig. 3.12), as the 
dumping period becomes longer, the z-axis momentum will also tend to be reduced. 
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Fig. 3.8 Comparison of thruster firing time for DCT -1, MECD-l, MFCD-l, and 
MECD-3 in 10%-orhit dumping 
In Fig. 3.8, MECD-I and MFCD-I almost have the same thruster fuel consumption. 
MECD-I is overlapped by MFCD-I. This is because the saturation of magnetic control 
moment M(k) happens at most of the dumping period for both MECD-I and MFCD-I. 
Therefore MECD-I and MFCD-I almost have the same saturation values of M(k) at most 
of time. For the MECD-3 line, this two-phase-combined-control (TPCC) does not 
consume any th'ruster propellant during first 500 seconds because only magnetorquers are 
employed during the first phase dumping. The top curve in the figure represents the 
thruster only strategy. Compared with MECD-I, MFCD-l and MECD-3, the combined 
schemes do consume less thruster fuel than DCT -I . 
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Fig. 3.10 RW momentum dumping by MFCO-3 in 10% of an orbit 
As discussed for Fig. 3.7, due to the characteristics of two-phase-combined-control 
(TPCC) strategy, the separation of two phases can be clearly seen from Fig. 3.10. In 
addition, a same orbit window as in Fig.3 .7 is used for this dumping. Therefore, Fig. 3.7 
and Fig. 3.10 have the same RW fnomentum dumping behaviour. 
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Similarly Fig. 3. 11 also shows the overl ap of MECD-2 and MFCO-2. This IS mainly 
caused by the magnetic moment saturation , as addressed for Fig. 18. 
(b) 1800-Second Dumping 
Figs. 3. 12-17 show a relatively slow momentum dumping effort in 30% of an orbit ( 1800-
second). In order to meet the system response with 1800 seconds, the values of the weights 
F and R in Eq. (3.32) are used in this simulation as follows: 
[
0.000004 
R= 0 
o 
o 
0.000004 
o 
Comparing with Figs.3.5-10, when the required dumping time becomes longer, the 
combined approaches can save more thruster fuel. 
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Fig. 3.12 RW momentum dumping by OCT-I, MECD-I and MFCD-I in 30% of an 
orbit 
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The strength of the geomagnetic field in the satellite body frame will significantly depend 
on the satellite orbit position. In order to investigate the average fuel-saving for the 
combined dumping schemes over a certain time span, we simulated the dumping control 
for 200 random initial RW momentum sets with a fixed RW momentum amplitude 
Jh; (0) + h; (0) + hz2 (0) = 2.5 Nms from a random initial orbital position (Fuel saving 
investigation refers to a combined dumping scheme versus its relevant optimal control 
profile using thrusters only). One-phase combined method OPOCC(MFCD) and 
OPOCC(MECD) is based upon MEC and LQR controllers discussed in Section 3.4. Two-
phase combined method TPCC relies on the combined method MFCD and MECD during 
the second phase. Fig. 3.18 and Table 3.3 show the comparison of the average fuel-saving 
investigation for these combined schemes. 
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Fig. 3.18 Fuel-saving comparison for combined schemes 
Referred to Table 3.3 and Fig. 3.18, for the relatively short-period combined dumping 
control, we can see the OPOCC generally will save more fuel than TPCe. With the 
increase of the required dumping period, TPCC gradually can save more fuel than 
OPOCC, and OPOCC tends to reach a fuel-saving limit eventually. The two-phase 
combined control TPCC based on MFCD and MECD almost have the same fuel-saving 
efficiency. As a whole, an overall comparison and evaluation for these combined scenarios 
is listed in Table 3.4. For short-period dumping, if the fuel saving consideration is 
important, both MFCD(MEC) and MECD(MEC) of OPOCC are most favourable. If the 
simplicity of algorithms and robustness against model errors are the most important 
considerations, the MFCD(LQR) and MECD(LQR) of OPOCC are preferred. For long-
period dumping, both TPCC(MFCD) and TPCC(MECD) are the best choices. 
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Table 3.3 Fuel-saving investigation for combined schemes 
Fuel saving investigation (Combined scenarios versus DCT) 
Strategy One-phase: apocc Two-phase: TPCC 
Profile LQR MEC cross-product + MTC 
Dumping MFCD-l MECD-l MFCD-2 MECD-2 MFCD-3 MECD-3 
period (orbit) (0/0) (0/0) (0/0) (0/0) (0/0) (0/0) 
0.025 7.90 6.96 8.75 8.09 1.61 1.053 
0.050 13.42 11.91 15.77 14.38 6.94 6.26 
0.075 19.24 17.45 24.12 22.04 14.50 13.65 
0.100 23.11 21.18 30.07 27.68 19.42 18.65 
0.125 25.85 23.49 34.41 31.41 24.30 23.69 
0.150 28.79 26.30 39.33 35.49 30.07 29.37 
0.175 31.91 29.48 44.41 40.25 35.35 34.71 
0.200 34.56 31.41 48.54 43.26 40.32 39.78 
0.225 35.86 32.30 49.91 43.17 42.76 42.26 
0.250 36.88 32.74 51.15 43.63 47.96 47.29 
0.275 39.94 36.74 54.88 47.35 55.08 54.58 
0.300 41.62 38.49 56.74 48.89 59.71 59.22 
0.325 43.05 39.46 57.66 49.43 64.03 63.55 
0.350 44.15 40.37 59.22 50.73 69.97 69.56 
0.375 45.77 42.40 59.65 50.63 74.18 73.80 
0.400 46.56 43.65 59.89 50.96 77.12 76.76 
0.425 48.43 45.22 60.12 50.92 80.70 80.40 
0.450 48.13 45.16 60.48 51.30 83.37 83.12 
0.475 49.25 45.55 59.12 49.66 84.82 84.59 
0.500 50.63 47.44 59.99 50.79 87.92 87.74 
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Table 3.4 Comparison and evaluation for the combined schemes 
Strategy One-phase Two-phase 
(OPOCC) (TPCC) 
Profile LQR MEC cross-product + MTC 
Blending MFCD-J MECD-J MFCD-2 MECD-2 MFCD-3 MECD-3 
method 
Nature closed- closed- open-loop open-loop open loop open loop 
loop loop 
Fuel- medium low highest for medium for highest for second 
saving the short short period long- highest 
period dumping period for long 
dumping dumping period 
dumping 
Compu- slightly low slightly low slightly low 
tation higher higher higher than 
require- than than MECD 
ment MECD MECD 
Look-up no no yes yes no no 
table 
Onboard yes yes yes yes yes yes 
use 
3.7 Conclusion 
Wheel momentum build-up due to secular disturbances must be reduced by actively 
applying external torques using 3-axis magnetorquers or thrusters. The optimal controllers 
for the management of 3-axis reaction-wheel (RW) momentum of rigid Earth-pointing 
satellites are theoretically analysed in detail using magnetorquers and/or thrusters in this 
chapter. The optimal LQR and MEC controllers as presented could be applied to achieve 
optimal wheel momentum dumping using three-axis magnetorquers and PWM thrusters 
separately. The LQR controllers would be preferred due to their feedback nature. These 
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controllers will ensure robustness against modelling errors and external disturbances. The 
MEC controllers will consume the least amount of energy as expected. However. due to 
their open-loop nature (because the control profile is not related to the current RW 
momentum measurements. No momentum feedback is involved for MEC also MTC) and 
non-ideal simulation conditions, such as modelling errors (e.g. geomagnetic field, and the 
change of the spacecraft inertia tensor due to thruster propellant consumption) and external 
torque disturbances on the stabilised satellite, their control accuracy is limited. The 
minimum-time dumping (MTC) control by using only PWM thrusters is also an open-loop 
scheme. The minimum time is mainly determined by the maximum torque limit generated 
by the reaction wheels. The optimal controllers using only magnetorquers, strongly depend 
on the geomagnetic field vector. For on-board applications if the IGRF model is employed, 
a great computation effort must be made to solve the two-point-boundary problem. 
Magnetorquers and thrusters have respectively their own unique advantages and 
disadvantages for 3-axis reaction wheel momentum management. So far, no published 
papers could be found that copes with the combined management of reaction wheel 
momentum using magnetorquers and thrusters. In this chapter several newly proposed 
combined dumping controllers take advantage of the merits of both magnetorquers and 
PWM thrusters. Based upon relatively simple thruster optimal control algorithms, the 
blending methods effectively separate the required torques for magnetorquer and thruster 
actuation. They do not require any geomagnetic field modelling, but employ on-line 
magnetometer measurement data. The beneficial point is that the required control torque 
for dumping wheel momentum has been generated by optimised blending of both 
magnetorquers and PWM cold-gas thrusters. This implies that thruster propellant can be 
saved due to the assistance of magnetorquers. These methods could be suitable in practice 
to achieve rapid, propellant-saving momentum dumping management of three-axis 
reaction-wheels. 
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4 Combined Large-Angle Slew Manoeuvre 
4. 1 Introduction 
The problem of large-angle attitude manoeuvres of spacecraft has been extensively 
studied. These manoeuvres are characterised by nonlinear behaviour. Rapid large-angle 
slew manoeuvres have become increasingly important to the success of many current and 
future spacecraft missions. Remote sensing satellites often have to embark on minimum-
time large-angle slew manoeuvres to point their payload (e.g. body fixed cameras) at 
different targets within a short span of time. Kranton [1970] addressed the minimum time 
manoeuvres for spacecraft using control moment gyroscopes. He described any attitude 
manoeuvre about a fixed rotation axis from Euler's rotation theorem. In fact, the scheme is 
the same as the eigenaxis manoeuvre proposed by many researchers afterwards. Similarly, 
Wie et al [1989] proposed a linear quaternion feedback regulator with open loop 
decoupling control torque for gyroscopic forces to ensure inertially referenced eigenaxis 
rotations, which had been successfully used for Apollo, Skylab, and Shuttle missions. 
Reaction wheel speed constraints were however not considered. It was assumed that the 
rotation will be slow enough, resulting in no violation of the wheel saturation limits. Van 
den Bosch et al [1986] presented an adaptive control method to enable the IRAS satellite 
to track a linear reference model around an eigenaxis. Although reaction wheel constraints 
were considered in their proposed algorithm, model updating was needed to ensure only a 
near eigenaxis rotation and the rotation time was not minimised. Both these papers 
developed and applied their algorithms only to inertially stabilised spacecraft. Carrington 
et al [1986] developed a sub-optimal control law with polynomial feedback control for 
large-angle manoeuvres. The NASA standard attitude control system of four reaction 
wheels was adopted. Weiss [1993] considered the rate and attitude control system of a 
rigid body with an inner velocity loop which tracks the desired rate command and outer 
attitude loop which tracks the desired attitude command. His paper extended Wie's result 
and enabled not only rest-to-rest manoeuvres but also tracking via instantaneous eigenaxis 
rotations. Wie et al [1995] particularly investigated the eigenaxis reorientation problem of 
a rigid spacecraft as fast as possible within the physical limits of actuators and sensors. 
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Steyn [1995] introduced a near-minimum-time eigenaxis rotation manoeuvre usmg 
reaction wheels for nadir pointing satellites in a circular low-Earth orbit under passive 
gravity gradient stabilisation and active reaction wheel control. He presented a method 
attempting to balance the opposing goals of minimum time and minimum control effort 
when using reaction wheels. A practical solution to these opposing goals is to minimise the 
manoeuvre time around the eigenaxis. An eigenaxis rotation results in the shortest angular 
path and therefore also in a near-minimum time and control effort. The unique constant 
ratio properties of the Euler vector components and body angular rates during an eigenaxis 
rotation are used to design a computationally undemanding algorithm for real-time 
implementation. Reaction wheel torque and speed limitations are also explicitly satisfied 
by the algorithm. Compensation feedback is used during the eigenaxis rotations to 
minimise any perturbations that might be caused by modelling errors (especially inertia 
uncertainty) and external disturbances. It is assumed in this paragraph that a suitable 
dumping mechanism is implemented to ensure small values of wheel angular momentum 
before each slew manoeuvre commences. 
D' Amario et al [1979] designed a single-rotation-axis (eigenaxis) auto-pilot for rapid 
attitude manoeuvres on spacecraft using on-off thrusters. Pre-manoeuvre calculations are 
done to obtain a staircase time history of the commanded eigenaxis angular 
acceleration/deceleration. The calculations ensure that at least one thruster will be on near 
full time (near maximum acceleration and deceleration) except during coasting when a 
maximum rotation speed limit is reached. Only gyroscopic coupling non-linearity was 
considered in their auto-pilot model. Although the auto-pilot commands were computed 
open-loop, rate feedback tracking was provided during the manoeuvre. Wie et al [1985] 
presented the stability and control analysis for large angle feedback reorientation 
manoeuvres using reaction jets. The reaction jets were assumed with pulse-width pulse 
frequency modulation to provide nearly proportional control torques. The use of 
quaternions as attitude errors for large-angle feedback control was investigated. The 
closed-loop stability analysis for the three-axis manoeuvres were performed using the 
Lyapunov stability theorem. Due to the simplicity of his algorithms, his idea has been 
widely used in many practical space missions. Steyn [1995] in his thesis also compared 
several similar quaternion feedback control algorithms. Redding et al [1987] described 
fuel-optimal jet thruster manoeuvres for the Space Shuttle. Linearised dynamics is 
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assumed and a two-point boundary-value problem solved in real-time. The solution 
provides open-loop jet firing commands and set-points for standard auto-pilot feedback 
loops. Angular rate limits are satisfied by adopting a fixed-end-time formulation and by 
correct choice of the final time. Agrawal et al [1995] derived a closed-loop switching 
function to provide robust control performance in the presence of modelling errors for a 
single-axis slew manoeuvre of a rigid body. 
Thomas [1984] adopted a reduced Euler quaternion representation in three dimensions for 
the attitude of a rotating rigid body in order to construct state and input transformations, by 
means of which the kinematic and dynamic equations of motion are made equivalent to 
those of a linear system consisting of three integrators. In particular, a rest-to-rest 
manoeuvre scheme is shown to be obtained in closed form. Valdali et al [1984] adopted 
the Liapunov stability theorem to obtain an open-loop optimal attitude control manoeuvre 
utilising mutiple reaction wheels, and derive feedback control employing external torques 
by on-off thrusters. Moreover, VadaIi [1986] used the principles of variable structure 
control theory to implement robust large-angle manoeuvres on a spacecraft. Initially 
maximum torque is used to reach a sliding manifold, then the state trajectory is controlled 
to slide on the manifold towards the target attitude. The sliding motion was chosen to be 
optimal in the sense of a quadratic performance index in the Euler parameters and angular 
velocities. Although the manoeuvres were not time-optimal, they were robust against 
modelling errors and disturbance torques. 
The control problem of time-optimal, single-axis, rest-to-rest slewing of a flexible 
spacecraft through a large angle was considered by Singh et al [1989]. Liu et al [1992] 
developed a new approach for computing time-optimal open-loop control inputs for 
uncertain flexible spacecraft. Likewise, only the single-axis manoeuvre was investigated. 
Li and Bainum [1990] presented an iterative numerical approach to find the minimum slew 
time and the corresponding optimal controls of a general rigid spacecraft. Bilimoria and 
Wie [1993] described a time-optimal 3-axis reorientation method for a rigid spacecraft. 
They showed that in general the eigenaxis rotation manoeuvre is not time-optimal. 
Reductions in the slew time of a symmetric body compared to eigenaxis rotations of less 
than 10 % were obtained during simulations. However, this was achieved at the expense of 
a substantial increase in control energy (each actuator per axis is commanded 
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simultaneously in a full bang-bang manner). Their algorithm was exclusively derived for 
an inertially symmetric (e.g. spherical or cubical) rigid body. 
Byers and Vadali [1993] extended the time-optimal reorientation problem by presenting 
approximate solutions to the switching times for non-symmetric rigid bodies. A feed-
forward/feedback control law to approximate the time-optimal solution was also proposed. 
This control law took care of modelling errors caused by gyroscopic coupling and 
differences in moment of inertia. The algorithms in Byers et al [1993] are, however, 
computationally very demanding. Both Bilimoria and Byers et al [1993] demonstrated a 
marginal decrease in rotation time compared to an eigenaxis rotation at the expense of a 
substantial increase in control energy. Byers [1995] also investigated the possibility of 
encountering singular control arcs in the time-optimal rest-to-rest reorientation of a rigid 
body. 
A time-optimal manoeuvre can always be achieved through bang-bang open-loop control. 
In addition, a standard time-optimal control approach requires an accurate mathematical 
model. The major drawback of the open-loop manoeuvre scheme is that they are sensitive 
to plant modelling errors and unmodelled external disturbances. In practice, due to the 
inherent nonlinearity of spacecraft dynamics, it is extremely difficult to solve the time-
optimal switching function according to optimal theories [Bilimoria et ai, 1993]. 
Therefore, the practical implementation of these control laws usually involves 
considerable difficulties. 
Usually on-off thrusters, due to their discontinuous nature of operation and fluctuation of 
output, are difficult to use during a precise attitude acquisition phase, but can bring the 
satellite close to the desired attitude much faster than reaction wheel systems. On the other 
hand, reaction wheel systems can achieve and maintain precise attitude due to their smooth 
operating modes, but need angular momentum dumping from time to time. Hence, a wise 
combination of these two systems is very advantageous for space missions. Especially, for 
the problem of large-angle manoeuvres, it is imperative to investigate the optimised 
blending control of thrusters and reaction wheels. 
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In conclusion the literature offers no practical method for minimal time control in a large-
angle slew manoeuvre. In this chapter, we concentrate on exploring the combined use of 
the usual reaction wheels and thrusters to achieve near-mini mum-time manoeuvres. 
4.2 Eigenaxis Attitude Manoeuvres 
Euler's rotational theorem states that the rigid-body attitude can be changed from any 
orientation to any other orientation by rotating the body about an axis, called the Euler 
axis, that is fixed to the rigid body and stationary in referenced space. Such a rigid-body 
rotation about an Euler axis is often called the eigenaxis rotation. Let a unit vector along 
the Euler axis to be denoted by e = [e, e, e ~ r ' where e, e, and e ~ are the direction 
cosines of the Euler axis relative to either a referenced frame or the body-fixed control 
axes. 
According to Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5), the dynamic model of an Earth-pointing satellite using 3-
axis reaction wheels and thrusters as torque actuators, and ignoring the small external 
disturbance torque and the small change of spacecraft inertia tensor due to thruster 
propellant consumption, can be represented as: 
(4.1) 
where [Wertz, 1989] [Steyn 1995], 
Q+~" {J)oz -:"'l 0 ('-\ 
{J)O\ - {J)ox 0 
Also a near circular orbit for spacecraft is assumed. From the quaternion format 
transformation matrix A ofEq. (2.2), N@ can be rewritten as [Steyn, 1995]: 
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r q, ql q .. N(J)(' = co) - ql q2 - ql 
-q4 q3 q2 
(4.2) 
where Q refers to Eq. (2.7). 
The attitude kinematic equation using quaternion error representation can be described by 
[Weiss, 1993]: 
. 1 Q --QQ 
e 2 e (4.3) 
where Q
e 
refers to Eq. (2.10). 
Accordingly, the quaternion feedback control law could be given by [Wie et aI, 1989]: 
(4.4) 
where, 
N = NT - Ii = active torque by three-axis thrusters and wheels 
]
T <I> 
q =esm-3e 2 (4.5) 
e = [et e, e z] T = unit vector of Euler axis in orbital referenced coordinates 
<I> = rotation angle around the eigenaxis 
Generally the terms N GG' N {JjJ and the gyroscopic term (J) ~ x (Ico ~ + h), are not 
significant for many practical rotation manoeuvres. However, in some cases, it may be 
desirable for an eigenaxis rotation of near-minimum time [Steyn, 1995]. 
According to Wie et al [1989] for the closed-loop controller with the form in Eq. (4.4), if 
we guarantee the conditions K p = k ,,I and K 0 = kd I, where k p and kd are positive 
scalar constants to be properly selected, the rigid spacecraft will perform a reorientation 
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manoeuvre about an eigenaxis along the initial quaternion error vector q" (0) (we define 
qe (0) as the value to qe at the start time t = 0). If the initial condition q,. (0) and w ~ (0) 
are collinear or w ~ (0) = 0 [Wie, 1995], then the Earth-referenced angular rate W ~ (t) and 
qe (t) during eigenaxis manoeuvres will lie along the direction of q" (0) , i.e., 
w~(t) = PIU)q,,(O) 
qe (t) = P2 (t)qe (0) 
where PI (t) and P2 (t) are time-dependent scalar functions. 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
Wie's [ 1989] controller provides an elegant solution to the large-angle slew manoeuvre, 
but it does not incorporate modem control theory (being simply a PD controller) so it is 
not actually shown to be and is not in fact a minimal time controller. The rest of this 
chapter looks at different control laws, but stays with the intuitively acceptable assumption 
that an eigenaxis manoeuvre is close to an optimal solution. 
4.3 Combined Eigenaxis Large-Angle Slew Manoeuvres 
Near-minimum-time eigenaxis manoeuvres can be achieved by using bang-bang control of 
three-axis reaction wheels [Steyn, 1995] or PWM thrusters [Agrawal et ai, 1995]. 
Hereinafter, a rapid and accurate near-mini mum-time eigenaxis manoeuvre scheme will be 
analysed by employing the blending control of three-axis PWM thrusters and reaction 
wheels. Firstly we assume the thrusters work in PWM fashion to provide a nearly linear 
performance. 
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4.3.1 Open-Loop Control 
During an eigenaxis slew, the rotation axis e stays constant with respect to the orbital 
reference frame for an Earth-pointing satellite [Steyn, 1995]. In this case, the orbit 
referenced angular body rate vector will point in the same direction as the eigenaxis: 
(4.8) 
where <I>(t) is the rotation angle around the eigenaxis as defined in Eq. (4.5). 
If we assume relatively small gyroscopic, gravity gradient and disturbance torques 
compared to the active maximum torque by three-axis reaction wheels and PWM thrusters 
during a blending slew manoeuvre, a near minimum time eigenaxis rotation would be 
possible assuming no reaction-wheel speed saturation (see Fig. 4.1): 
where, 
<I>(t) = {
+a 
-a 
t E (O,t,,) 
fEU",t f ) 
a = acceleration performed by reaction wheels and PWM thrusters 
til = time to reach the halfway mark during the slew manoeuvre 
t f = 2 t" = time to complete the slew manoeuvre 
<b(t) 
<b max 
Fig. 4.1 Angular rate of eigenaxis rotation without wheel speed saturation 
(4.9) 
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Therefore, from Eq. (4.1) and (4.4), in order to achieve a near-minimum-time eigenaxis 
manoeuvre by the blending control of three-axis reaction wheels and PWM thrusters, we 
define the reaction wheel torque component to be: 
where 
with, 
N IV = -11 = N IV-add + N \I'-stell 
{ 
-O.5kll'_slmlqe(O), 
N IV-slell = 0.5 klV _slell I qe (0), 
0, 
( J
_I 
Ie;) qe (0) . 
klV-slell' = max N . I = X, y, Z 
IV-SlIl-1 
t E (0, t,,) 
t E (t" ' 2t,,) 
t > 2th 
(4.10) 
(4.11 ) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
I(x), ICv), I(z) = respectively the first, second and third row of spacecraft MOl 
N W-sal-i = positive wheel saturation torque in body axis i (i = x, y, z) 
Eq. (4.12) assumes that during this combined manoeuvre, reaction wheels will apply 50% 
maximum torque to provide a bang-bang control. The term NIV - add is used to counteract 
the effect of gravity-gradient torque and gyroscopic torque in Eq. (4.1). The extra wheel 
torque will be reserved and introduced later to provide a feedback compensation against 
the spacecraft model uncertainties and thruster output mismatch. 
Moreover, the slew torque component by PWM thrusters can be defined as: 
with, 
tE(O,t,,) 
tE(t",2t,,) 
t> 2t" 
( J
-I 
l(i) qe (0) . 
kT-slell = max N '. I =X, y, Z 
T -sal-I 
(4.14) 
(4.15) 
NT-Jal-i = positive saturated PWM thruster torque in body axis i (i = x, y, z) 
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According to Eg. (4.14), PWM thrusters will be fully adopted to provide an open-loop 
control. One of three-axis thrusters will operate in a standard bang-bang mode, and the 
other two axis thrusters will work in PWM mode. 
Substitute Egs. (4.8), (4.10) and (4.14) into Eg.(4.1), we can obtain: 
with, 
t E (0, t h ) 
t E (th' 2th) 
t > 2th 
( 4.16) 
(4.17) 
The values and direction of the parameters kW-slell and kT-slell' depend on the initial 
condition qe(O), MOl matrix I, and RW/thruster maximum output torque. 
<1>(0) 
Substitute qe (0) =esin-2- with <1>(0) E (0, 180)degree, then we can obtain: 
. <1>(0) 
-k
s1ell'sln-2
-, 
. <1>(0) 
+ k\·'ell' SIn -2-' 
0, 
tE(O,th) 
tE(th ,2th ) 
t > 2th 
(4.18) 
Compare Eq. (4.18) with Eg. (4.9), then the acceleration or deceleration rate a will be: 
. <1>(0) 
a = -k,'ell' sln-
2
-
(4.19) 
4.3.2 Closed-Loop Control 
As discussed above, the proposed open-loop combined controller will ideally achieve a 
near-minimum-time large-angle slew manoeuvre along the eigenaxis in open loop if the 
initial condition qe (0) and co ~ (0) is collinear or 0) ~ (0) = 0 [Wie, 1995]. However, due to 
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the uncertainty in the MOl, un modelled disturbance torque, the nonlinear nature of PWM 
thrusters and the variation of thruster torque, there must be a deviation along the expected 
eigenaxis manoeuvre to a final pointing attitude. 
In order to keep the robustness of this combined manoeuvre algorithm, an additional 
compensation torque with a feedback nature will be introduced to command the three-axis 
reaction wheels as follows: 
(4.20) 
where 
k p' k" = constant positive PD gain scalars 
N IV-cOni = PD feedback compensation torque actuated by reaction wheels 
How to choose the adequate PD gains k p and k" has been well discussed in Section 3.5.3 
of Chapter 3. In terms of the standard second-order differential equation, the damping ratio 
t;, and the natural frequency (Un can be properly selected to get critically damped motion, 
based on the principles addressed in Section 3.5.3 and the references [Wie et aI, 1989] 
[Vegte, 1986]. We define 
q Irefe q4ref q3ref - q2ref - qlref qle 
Qrefe = 
q2refe - q3rej q4ref qlref - q2re) q2e 
q 3re}1: q2ref - qlre} q4ref - q3ref q3e 
(4.21 ) 
q 4reje qlre/ q2ref q3rej q4ref q4e 
with 
Q e =[qle q2e q3e q4ef =actualattitudequaternionerror 
Qref = [qlref q q q4/"e1"]T = referenced quaternion based on open-loop 2rej 3rej 
combined manoeuvre 
Qre}e = referenced quaternion error from Qref to Q e 
We define qref = [qlref q 3r~fe r . We continue the 
general ideas of this chapter, in which we use the torque profiles generated by one kind of 
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manoeuvre to provide the reference or direction for the other more complicated 
manoeuvres. The open-loop combined manoeuvre is used to define an ideal or reference 
attitude throughout the duration of the closed-loop manoeuvre. The reason for the 50% 
allocation to reaction wheel open-loop bang-bang control torque is to allow for closed loop 
torque variation around the ideal open loop profile. But this has a drawback for the 
proposed closed loop controller, since it is not using the available torque from wheels fully 
the manoeuvre can not be achieving minimum time in the manoeuvre. 
Furthermore, 0) ref is defined as a reference angular rate vector with respect to orbital 
coordinates. According to Eq.( 4.16), we define: 
{ 
-ksle",lqe(O), 
lro re! = le<l>rtf(t) = ks1ew Iqe(O), 
0, 
t E (0, th ) 
tE(th ,2th) 
t> 2th 
(4.22) 
where <l> rtf (t) is defined to be the reference rotation angle around the eigenaxis for the 
computation of Qref afterwards. 
If we assume the initial orbit-referenced body rate (t) ~ (0) = 0, then the equation above can 
be solved as follows: 
2 • <1>(0) 
<1>(0) -0.5ks1n,' t sm-2-, 
t E (0, th ) 
tE(th.2th ) 
t > 2th 
<1> ref (t) = 2 2 • <1>(0) <1>(0)-ks1rn·(-th +2tht-0.5t )sm-2-, 
0, 
therefore, 
• <1> rtf (t) sin( 0.5 <1> rtf (t) ) 
q (t)-esm - q (0) 
rtf - 2 - sin( 0.5<1>(0») e 
_\ <1> ref (t) 
q4rtf (t) = cos 2 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
(4.25a) 
(4.25b) 
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According to Eg. (4.24), the half-way time during this combined manoeuvre can be easily 
computed by: 
I 
[ 
<D(O) ]2 
th = k",.II sin(O.5<D(O») (4.26) 
As a result, the proposed robust combined large-angle slew manoeuvre by three-axis PWM 
thrusters and reaction wheels without wheel momentum saturation can be summarised for 
on-board application as: 
I. Determine the open-loop half-way time til according to Eq. (4.26); 
2. Determine the attitude quaternion error Q" from Eq. (2.10); 
3. Compute the reference quaternion Qrej by Eqs. (4.24) and (4.25) and reference body 
rate (i)ref by Eq. (4.23); 
4. Use Eqs. (4.20) and (4.21) to derive the feedback compensation torque N IV- com for 
reaction wheels; 
5. Use Eqs. (4.10), (4.11), (4.12) and (4.13) to calculate the open-loop torque NIV for 
reaction wheels; 
6. Use Eqs. (4.15) and (4.16) to calculate the open-loop torque for the PWM thrusters; 
7. Apply the reaction wheel torque from step 4 and 5, PWM thruster torque NT from 
step 6; 
8. Repeat the above algorithm from step 2 until the required manoeuvre is satisfied. 
From Eqs. (4.10) and (4.20), we can see, once t>2t" when Q,ej = [0 0 0 If, the 
system will work in the general PD control form with global stability proved by Wie et al 
[1989]. Due to the feedback nature of Eq. (4.20), the proposed combined algorithm will 
robustly achieve a near-mini mum-time large-angle manoeuvre along the eigenaxis. 
Robustness is needed against modelling errors caused by PWM thruster uncertainty, 
external disturbances and MOl mismatches. 
4.4 Simulation Demonstration 
In this section, a simulation of the proposed large-angle manoeuvre controller will be 
presented using the UoSA T -12 parameters as an example. Three different simulations 
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under different restrictions have been done. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 
4.1. In these demonstrations, UoSA T -12 is assumed to have an initial attitude of 50° roll. 
40° pitch and -60° yaw. The objective is to manoeuvre the satellite towards nadir pointing. 
Before manoeuvring, the residual momentum in three-axis reaction wheels is assumed to 
have been dumped close to zero. 
Table 4.1 Simulation parameters for combined large-angle slew manoeuvre 
Sampling time 1 second 
Moment of Inertia of [4045 0 ~ 1 kgm' UoAT-12 1= 0 42.09 
0 0 40.36 
Circular orbit Height == 650 km, inclination == 64.6° 
Cold-gas thruster in Minimum firing time = 0.05 sec 
PWMmode Output torgue = 0.035 Nm 
Reaction wheel Maximum torgue = 0.015 Nm 
Maximum momentum = 2 Nms 
Initial momentum: h(O) = [0.2 -0.3 O.lf Nms 
Initial attitude Roll = 50°, pitch = 40°, yaw = -60° 
Final attitude Roll = 0°, pitch = 0°, yaw = 0° (nadir pointing) 
Open loop control I. No PD feedback control by reaction wheels in Eg. (4.20) 
2. No thruster and MOl error 
Closed loop control 1 I. Include PD feedback control by reaction wheels in Eg. (4.20) 
2. No thruster and MOl error 
Closed loop control 2 I. Include PD feedback control by reaction wheels in Eg. (4.20) 
2. -20% of thruster output bias error, -10% of MOl error 
The visualised explanation for this large-angle slew manoeuvre is displayed in Fig. 4.2. In 
this figure, x, y and z respectively represent the three-axis direction of the satellite body 
frame at the initial attitude (roll = 50°, pitch = 40°, yaw = -60°), x', y' and z' represent 
the three-axes direction of the satellite body frame at the final nadir pointing. e is the 
desired eigenaxis, which has the same direction as the vector qe (0). The direction of e 
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will be fixed in the satellite body frame and the orbit-referenced coordinates during 
eigenaxis slew manoeuvre. However, according to Eqs. (4.12) and (4.14), the direction of 
the open-loop bang-bang control torque of RWs and PWM thrusters will rely on not only 
qe (0) but also moment of inertia of the satellite I. There will be two cases in which the 
RW and thruster bang-bang control torques will be aligned with the direction of the 
eigenaxis e when the MOl is referred to the principle axis coordinate system of the satellite 
body: a) the eigenaxis is along one of the principle axes; b) the satellite is symmetric in 
three axes; 
x' 
x 
z 
Initial 
attitude 
Eigenaxis 
direction 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Z' T 
Final nadir 
pointing 
Fig. 4.2 Large-angle slew manoeuvre about eigenaxis 
In these simulations, based on the initial attitude assumption, the calculated values of e, 
qe(O) and <P(O) are e"'" [0.322 0.796 -0.5131', q,.(O) "'" [0.189 0.0.467 -0.301Y 
and <P(O) = 71.843° . The PD gains kl' and kd used in this chapter have the same values 
as in Chapter 3 i.e. kl' "'" 0.01 and kd "'" 0.12. The reason why to choose these value has 
been in explained in Section 3.5.3. 
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4.4.1 Open Loop Control 
Figs. 4.3-7 show the simulation results under open loop control (see Table 4.1). Due to the 
open-loop nature, after the combined bang-bang control achieved by three-axis PWM 
thrusters and reaction wheels, there are residual errors existing in roll, pitch and yaw angle, 
and non-zero components in orbit-referenced angular rate. This is caused by the discrete 
sampling calculation during the slew manoeuvre. In simulation, the half-way time from 
Eq. (4.26) in the discrete domain is not exactly equal to the true value. It will eventually 
result in the unexpected excessive actuation. When the sampling time decreases, these 
errors qm become smaller. However, if the model error and uncertainties are considered, 
this open-loop bang-bang control is not favourable for practical use. The triangle shape of 
angular rate displayed in Fig. 4.4 implies that the satellite body has been rotated through a 
bang-bang control. 
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Fig. 4.3 Attitude under open loop control 
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Fig. 4.6 Reaction wheel torque under open loop control 
The wheel activities are displayed in Figs. 4.5-6. During this open-loop combined 
manoeuvre, the three-axis reaction wheels use 50% of available torque to provide bang-
bang control torque as described in Eq. (4.12), the rest is used to cancel the gyroscopic 
terms and gravity-gradient disturba~ces. Both the wheel momentum and torque do not 
reach to saturation during manoeuvre (the residual torque will be used for quaternion-
based PD feedback compensation in later simulation). From the figures, at the half-way 
time of bang-bang control, the wheel torques suddenly jump to the other values 
discontinuously. This is because the RW bang-bang control torque changes to opposite 
values at this point, (see Eq. (4.12). In the other hand, the gyroscopic torque in the satellite 
dynamics continuously changes during slew manoeuvre. With the cancellation of this 
gyroscopic torque by RWs in Eqs. (4.10-11), the shape of three-axis RW torque no longer 
looks like that of the common bang-bang control. 
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Fig. 4.7 PWM thruster activities under open loop and closed loop control 
The thruster activities shown in Fig. 4.7 imply that three-axis thrusters try to provide the 
maximum available torque for bang-bang control based on Eq. (4.14). Depending on the 
values of the moment of inertia I and initial value q e (0), the constraint described in Eq. 
(4.14) will allow only one axis thrusters to be in maximum use (bang-bang mode), and the 
thrusters in the other two axis must work in PWM mode. At the half-way time of bang-
bang control, three-axis thruster torques all change to opposite values. In the later 
simulation for feedback controller demonstration, three-axis PWM thruster will maintain 
the same behaviour as in this purely open-loop bang-bang manoeuvre about the eigenaxis. 
4.4.2 Closed Loop Control 
(a) Without Modelling Errors 
In this case, the reaction wheels provide a critical feedback compensation assistance 
against thruster bias and model error. These feedback torques force the satellite to rotate 
through a large angle while following a well defined eigenaxis rotation profile which is 
specifically determined by the open-loop bang-bang control torque. Figs. 4.8-9 show that 
both the attitude and angular rate of the satellite is eventually close to zero, i.e. nadir-
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pointing. Comparing Fig. 4 .9 with Fig. 4.10, we can see the shape of the satellite orbit 
referenced angular rate components are almost the same as the referenced angular rate 
components computed by Eq. (4.23). The reference Euler angle <I>,.e1 based upon Eq. 
(4.24) and the true Euler angle calculated by 2cOS- I[Q4e(t)] are shown in Fig. 4.13. They 
have almost the same shape. The difference angle is displayed in Fig. 4. 13, which is, by 
definition, the tracking error of the eigenaxis rotation. From Figs. 4.14-15 , the error during 
eigenaxis tracking is very small, less than 0.10 for this robust bang-bang combined control 
scheme. A smaller error can still be achieved by decreasing the sampling time and 
increasing the PD gains in Eq. (4.20). The thrusters have the same behaviour as shown in 
Fig. 4 .7. Compared to Figs. 4.5-6, the reaction wheel behaviour has small differences as 
shown in Figs. 4.11-12. After the bang-bang control manoeuvre, a PD feedback controller 
using the reaction wheels continues to maintain nadir-pointing. 
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(b) With System Modelling Errors 
In order to investigate the robustness of the proposed combined manoeuvre controller, we 
assume -10% mismatching of MOl and -20% thruster output deviation from the nominal 
value of 35 mNm. According to - the simulation results shown in Figs. 4.16-2 I , the 
proposed algorithm behaves fairly robustly against the uncertainties of the inertia matrix 
and thruster output. The orbit-referenced angular rates of the satellite's body still maintain 
the triangle shape due to the bang-bang control nature. From Figs. 4.20-21, the satellite 
rotates through the large angle by accurately following the path of the referenced eigenaxis 
rotation profile in spite of the model errors. Three-axis thrusters still work in open-loop 
bang-bang control fashion with the same firing time and control logic as in Fig. 4.7. 
Compared to Figs. 4.1 1-12, the reaction wheel behaviours as seen in Figs. 4.18-19 have no 
significant change. 
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4.5 Updated Profile Feedback Combined Controller 
From the above simulations, we can see that during the bang-bang combined manoeuvre 
period, the torques of the reaction wheels have not reached their saturation limits. This 
means the reaction wheels still have some residual potential to provide a higher bang-bang 
control torque in order to make the combined manoeuvre control faster. Based on this 
motivation, an updated profile feedback combined controller was developed and will be 
described next. 
1. Firstly we assume a sampling period I1t. Three-axis PWM thrusters provide the 
control profile as in Eq. (4.14). At the beginning of the combined manoeuvre, i.e. time 
t=O, the initial referenced angular rate, Euler angle and eigenaxis rotation rate are 
assumed to be, 
(t) ref ( 0) = 0 
<1> rei (0) = <1>(0) 
cD ref (0) = ° 
qre}e (0) = qe (0) 
(4.27a) 
(4.27b) 
(4.27c) 
(4.27d) 
2. At every sampling time step t, we first compute the reaction wheel torque N IV - add 
from Eq. (4.11) and the PD feedback compensation NIV-com(t) based on Eqs. (4.20, 
21,25). Secondly, we can determine the residual torque capacity available for reaction 
wheels, 
(4.28) 
where 
il 
diag(N T ) = The diagonal sign matrix of the vector NT 
If the minimum value of the components of the vector N IV - re., is greater than 0, i.e. 
min(N lV-reJ > 0, then we shall compute the open-loop bang-bang control torque for 
reaction wheels by: 
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( 
I(i) qt' (0) J- 1 k = max1---'------1 
\V-\'!t-H N, . 
a -rev-( 
where 
t E (0, t,,) 
tE(t",2t,,) 
t > 2t" 
N IV - res- i = the i-th component of N IV-res (i = x, y, z) 
3. We define 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
(4.31) 
Based upon Eg. (4.22), the reference angular rate at the next sampling instant t + I1t 
can be determined by 
I w ref (t) - k l/e", I1t qe (0), W ref (t + I1t) = W ret (t) + k,'ell' M qe (0), 0, t E (0, t h ) t E (t". 2t,,) t > 2t" 
From Eg. (4.23), we define the referenced eigenaxis rotation rate <I> ref (t) as 
. . <1>(0) 
<1> (t) - k,'ell' M sm -2-
<i> ref (t + I1t) = . . <1>(0) <1>(t) +ks'e\l' Ms1O-2-
0, 
tE(th,2t,,) 
t > 2 til 
(4.32) 
(4.33) 
Therefore, we can further compute the referenced Euler angle at the time t + I1t 
2 . <1>(0) . 
<1>ref (t) - O.5ks'ew I1t s1o-2- + <1> rei (t)l1t 
7 • <1>(0) . 
<1> rei (t) + 0.5 k,lell' I1t - sm -2 - + <1> reJ (t) M 
0, 
4. The half way time can be determined by 
t E (0, t,,) 
t E (t" 2t,,) 
t > 2 til 
(4.34) 
(4.35) 
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5. The end time for bang-bang control can be decided when <I> no, (t) becomes non-
negative for the first time. 
The combined control scheme discussed above provides a numeric method to solve the 
referenced eigenaxis manoeuvre profile. At every sampling time t, we employ a refreshed 
bang-bang control scenario, which will try to make maximal use of the reaction wheels, 
then the referenced angular rate and Euler angle are updated for the next sampling step 
t + !1t. These reference values provide the foundation for computing the PD feedback 
compensation of the reaction wheels at the next step. After the combined bang-bang 
control duration, the reaction wheels will be used by the common quaternion-based 
feedback regulator [Wie et aI, 1989] to eliminate the residual error and maintain the 
required commanded attitude precisely. 
Simulations were also done to investigate the feasibility of this digitised controller. In 
these simulations, we assume no MOl error and mismatch of the thruster output. Figs. 
4.22-24 show how the satellite is manoeuvred through a large angle by bang-bang control. 
During the period of combined bang-bang control, the reaction wheels try to provide their 
full potential torque. A wheel torque is saturated as shown in Fig. 4.25. The Euler angle 
tracking error is small, less than 0.1 degree as shown in Fig. 4.27. However, after this 
period, there exists a larger residual error with respect to the final objective attitude as 
shown in Fig. 4.27. This is caused by the time variance of the open-loop reaction wheel 
bang-bang control torque, which will cause the updated reference angular rate and Euler 
angle not to reach zero simultaneously at the end of the bang-bang control period. This 
uncoordinated effect will finally result in the residual error, which will eventually cause 
the reaction wheel PO feedback controller to take several seconds to settle down. Fig. 4.28 
indicates that the total firing time of the thrusters is smaller compared to the previous 
method. This is a result of the improved wheel bang-bang control torque. To conclude, the 
newly developed digitised combined control for large-angle slew manoeuvre will 
acceptable for practical implementation. 
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4.6 Conclusion 
In this chapter two novel combined control algorithms of thrusters and reaction wheels 
have been proposed, to enable attitude manoeuvres through an arbitrary angle. The goal 
was to achieve an effective, rapid and robust control for precise slew manoeuvre. Neither 
controllers were mjnimum time but are believed to be very close in practice to such a 
minimum. Simulations are implemented for demonstration under the assumption of perfect 
attitude knowledge. In the first method the closed loop controller was directed to follow an 
open loop profile and under-utilised available torque from reaction wheels. Its advantage is 
a smooth tracking in all parameters to the final goal - least perturbation in all parameters. 
In the second method th~ closed loop controller was directed to follow a recomputed or 
numerically re-determined open loop profile to maximise the utilisation of wheel torque. 
Its advantage was significantly faster slewing, less thruster fuel consumption, but with 
some perturbation in the final stages to the manoeuvre. These two combined algorithms 
can easily be applied in real-time onboard a satellite. The analytical simulation results 
show that these novel algorithms can provide very good slew manoeuvre performance. 
-
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5 Combined Ground-Target Tracking Control 
5. 1 Introduction 
For many space missions, Earth-pointing satellites are required to point a payload such as a 
high-gain antenna, camera, and telescope to track a fixed target on the Earth for a certain 
period of time in order to provide improved long-period up-down-link communication, 
low-distortion imaging and accurate observation as shown in Fig. 5.1. These missions 
require ground target tracking control. Relevant research has been addressed by Weiss 
n 993] and Goeree et al [1999]. 
Earth 
Fig. 5.1 Ground target tracking control 
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Orbit 
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Quaternion-based feedback pointing control has been thoroughly discussed in only a few 
references. Wie and Weiss [1985] proposed a linear quaternion feedback regulator with 
open loop decoupling control torque for gyroscopic forces to ensure inertially referenced 
eigenaxis rotations. This has been successfully used for Apollo, Skylab, and shuttle space 
mission. Weiss [1993] extended the results of Wie et al [1985]'s quatemion-based 
controller for rapid target acquisition, pointing and tracking. He presented a feedback 
control scheme containing an inner velocity loop that tracks the desired rate command and 
outer attitude loop that tracks the desired attitude command to achieve tracking via an 
instantaneous eigenaxis rotation. Since eigenaxis rotation provides the shortest path, the 
proposed controller may provide a simple solution for large-angle reorientation and 
tracking manoeuvres of spacecraft. His ideas were proved for a multi-axis gimbal attitude 
control system. Goeree and Shucker [1999] developed a tracking controller with a 
feedback elastic term for tracking attitude, a feedback viscous term for tracking a desired 
angular rate, and a feed-forward model-based compensation term. His algorithm will be 
applied onboard the small satellite UASat designed at the University of Arizona. The aim 
is to enable the telescope mounted along the z-axis of UASal's body to track a ground 
station while passing over and to receive the laser communication signals from the ground 
station. Their initial simulation results showed that a tracking accuracy smaller than 0.005 
degree can be achieved at a sampling period of 0.25 second. However, the gain choices for 
their proposed nonlinear controller will not be as straightforward as for the general 
quatemion-based feedback regulator addressed in Wie et al [1985]. 
Surrey Space Technology Limited (SSTL) and its research subsidiary Surrey Space Centre 
are pioneering in micro-satellite technology. Their usual micro-satellite platform provides 
customers with imaging and communication service in a nadir pointing attitude. With the 
development of the new mini-satellite UoSAT -12 and the latest micro-satellite Tsinghua-l 
with three-axis stabilised capability, there is an increasing demand from customers for 
ground-target tracking in order to provide on-board cameras more flexibility in imaging of 
objects. Another benefit of tracking is that high-gain antennas can be used for high-speed 
data transmission. In addition, due to the different mounting orientations of payloads in the 
satellite body coordinates, the tracking controller should be capable of pointing any axis 
for tracking and not being limited to the z-axis tracking control only. We will discuss a 
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general tracking control algorithm for Earth-pointing satellites without any orbit 
restrictions. 
In this chapter, a quaternion-based PID feedback tracking controller with gyroscopic term 
cancellation is proposed to track any desired target on the Earth for a nominally Earth-
pointing satellite. Firstly, the coordinates used will be defined for attitude transformation. 
Then, based upon the dynamic and kinematic equations of an Earth-pointing satellite, the 
feedback tracking controller is presented. After that, depending on the orbital measurement 
of the satellite position and velocity by an accurate GPS receiver, the motion and 
kinematics of the ground target relative to the in-orbit satellite is analysed and described in 
orbit-referenced coordinates. Furthermore, a simple and innovative method for computing 
the reference quatemion command, transforming any commissioned axis in the satellite 
body to the target direction, is proposed. The quaternion error and its integral error for a PI 
type controller are derived next. Then the computation of the desired angular rate reference 
for the tracking controller is addressed. Next, the LEO mini-satellite UoSAT -12 will be 
used to demonstrate the tracking controllers in simulation. Finally the conclusions are 
presented. 
5.2 Definition of Coordinate Frame 
To start with, we define several coordinate systems used in this chapter, shown in Fig. 5.2. 
Orbit Referenced Coordinates (ORC) The z-axis points towards the centre of the Earth 
starting from the satellite in orbit. The y-axis points to the negative orbit normal. The x-
axis is chosen to form a right-handed orthogonal reference frame. Therefore, for a circular 
orbit, the x-axis will be along the velocity vector of the satellite (the three-axes of ORC in 
Fig. 5.2 are X ORC ' YORC and ZORC)' 
Spacecraft Body Fixed Coordinates (SBC) The SBe coordinates originate from the 
centre of mass of satellite. The x-axis points towards the harness side of the satellite. The 
z-axis points towards the. nadir facet. The y-axis is chosen to form a right-handed 
orthogonal reference system. When the satellite is perfectly nadir pointing without any yaw 
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rotation around the z-axis, the SBC and ORC coordinates are assumed to be aligned (the 
three-axes of SBC in Fig. 5.2 are X SBC ' Y SBC and ZSBC)' 
Earth Fixed Coordinates (EFC) The EFC frame is Earth-centred. The x-axis will point 
towards the prime meridian passing through the centre of Royal Greenwich Observatory in 
London. The z-axis points to the north celestial pole. The y-axis is chosen to form a right-
handed orthogonal reference frame (the three-axes of EFC in Fig. 5.2 are x EFC' Y EFC and 
Earth Centred Inertial Coordinates (EIC) The EIC frame is Earth-centred. The x-axis 
points towards the mean equinox. The z-axis points to the celestial pole. The y-axis is 
chosen to form a right-handed orthogonal reference frame (the three-axes of ORC in Fig. 
5.2 are X E1C ' Y EIC and ZEIC)' 
Mean 
YSBC 
Earth 
rotation 
Fig. 5.2 Coordinate systems 
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5.3 Ground Target Tracking Control for Earth-pointing Satellites 
If we assume a satellite equipped with three-axis reaction wheels as internal torque 
actuators without other flexible parts, then the dynamic model of an Earth-pointing satellite 
is given by 
(5.1 ) 
where (j) ~, I, h, N GG and N D are respectively the inertially referenced body angular 
velocity vector, moment of inertia tensor of the satellite, angular momentum vector of 
three-axis reaction wheel, gravity gradient torque, and external disturbance torque vector 
including the torques due to the aerodynamic and solar forces. 
We further assume the satellite is 3-axis stabilised, then the absolute angular velocity w ~ 
in inertial space is given by 
I _ 0 AORC 
W B - W B + SBC W 0 (5.2) 
where 
Wo = orbital angular rate vector of the satellite motion relative to the ORC frame 
A ~:~ is the attitude transformation matrix from the ORC to SBC coordinates, which has 
the same definition as the symbol A used in the previous chapters. Here a general orbit 
including a highly elliptic orbit is assumed. Therefore, Wo is not a constant vector in this 
chapter. 
Substitute Eq. (5.2) into Eq. (5.1), then the dynamic equation of the Earth-pointing satellite 
becomes 
(5.3) 
with 
N IA' ORC IA ORC . In' A ORC IA ORC • {JkJ = - SBC (j) u - SBC (j) (} = - :..!: SBC (j) (} - SBC (j) u (5.4) 
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where the symbol Q' refers to the definition in Eq. (4.1). The computation of the vectors 
roo and cOo will be discussed later. 
According to Weiss [1993]'s quaternion-based rate/attitude tracking control algorithms, a 
PID feedback wheel controller with cancellation of gravity-gradient torque, gyroscopic 
torque and N (UI for ground-target tracking of an Earth-pointing satellite is proposed as 
follows: 
(5.5) 
where N w = [ N w, N Wr N wz ] T is the active torque of the three-axis reaction wheels, 
0_[ ro d - Oldx Oldz r is the desired relative angular velocity vector of the satellite body 
referenced to the ORC frame for tracking, and qe-in is defined to be the integral value of 
qe with 
qe-in = f qe dt 
We further define w~ = [Olet ] T 0 0 Ole? = ro B - W d 
(5.6) 
representing the angular rate 
tracking error between W ~ and W ~. The computation of qe' qe-in and ro ~ for ground 
target tracking will be discussed in the next section. In addition, we define the PID control 
gain matrix K p = k pI, K I = k) and K D = kdI, where k p' ki and kd are positive scalar 
constants to be properly selected according to Wie et al [1989]. The principle of how to 
choose k p and kd has been discussed in Section 3.5.3 of Chapter 3. Firstly by setting 
ki = 0, we can determine the value of kl' and kd based on the desired system settling time 
T.s ' damping ratio S and natural frequency w
n
• After that, in simulation, we can gradually 
increase the value of k j until the tracking accuracy is smaller than the requirements. Due 
to the introduction of the integral term into Eq. (5.5), the integration of the control error 
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will cause the reaction control torque Nil to be saturated easily if the error is too big. The 
system might become unstable. Therefore, during the initial stage for tracking. if the 
commissioned axis is not close to the required target direction, it is better to ignore the 
integral term in Eq. (5.5), i.e. to set ki = 0, and just employ PD feedback at the early stage. 
Once the satellite captures the target, the integral term can be gradually increased to reduce 
the tracking error. 
5.3.1 Kinematics of Ground Target and Computation of qe and qe-in 
In order to compute qe and qe-in in Eq. (5.5), the kinematics of the ground target with 
respect to the in-orbit satellite should be described in the ORC frame. The vector from the 
satellite to the ground target represented in ORC will specify the tracking direction of the 
selected pointing axis such as the positive mounting axis of a camera or antenna. 
Firstly we will derive the vector from the centre of the Earth to the ground target with 
respect to the orbital ORC frame. The location of the target with respect to the EIC frame is 
given by 
where 
X E1C = A EFC EFC 
T EIC x T (5.7) 
A ::f = attitude transformation matrix from EFC to EIC coordinates 
X;FC = the vector from the Earth centre to the target represented in EFC frame 
X;IC = the vector from the Earth centre to the target in EIC frame 
If we assume the Earth has a constant angular rate mE around its rotation axis during the 
tracking manoeuvre, then the attitude transformation matrix A gf from the EFC to ErC 
coordinates can be represented by 
(5.8) 
where 
t = time scalar 
a= an initial phase between the x-axes of EFC and EIC coordinates at t = 0 
We assume the presence of a GPS receiver on board the satellite to provide accurate 
measurements of the position vector r from the centre of the Earth to the satellite and the 
translational motion velocity v of the satellite with respect to the EIC coordinates [Unwin 
et aI, 1999]. The time derivative of the vector r will be equal to v as [Sidi, 1997]: 
r=v (5.9) 
Accordingly we can define the attitude transformation matrix Ag;c from the EIC to ORC 
frame as 
A EIC [ A 
ORC = U V wr (5.10) 
where 
r 
W =-fir (5.11) 
rxv (5.12) v=-
Ilrx vii 
n=vxw (5.13) 
where Ilrll is the Euclidean norm of the vector r, and r x v represents the cross product of 
the two vectors rand v. If we define x~:i to represent the vector from the satellite to the 
ground target described in ORC coordinates, then x~:i can be obtained from 
X ORC = A EIC (X E1C _ ) _ A DC (A EFC £FC _ ) 
SIT ORC T r - ORC DCXT r (5.14) 
The unit direction vector of x~:i' in the ORC coordinates will be 
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XORC 
ORe SIT 
U
SIT 
= "x~:i'" (5,15) 
Target tracking requires the commissioned axis should be controlled to point towards the 
d' , f ORC W d f' 'SBC h' IrectIOn 0 U SIT' e e Ine a constant unIt vector U com to represent t e mountIng 
orientation of the commissioned payload in the SBC frame. Additionally, we define 
A ~:g-d to represent the desired attitude from ORC to SBC required for tracking, where 
A ORC U ORC _ SBC 
SBC-d SIT - U com (5.16) 
From Eq. (5.16), the desired attitude matrix A~:Ld can not be uniquely specified because 
the rotation around U SBC will not have an impact on the tracking direction. However, a 
com 
possible choice of computing the referenced quaternion command qc for target-tracking 
can be derived in order to prevent the satellite fro,m rotating around u;:'; aimlessly. The 
vector uf:; can be regarded as the final desired orientation of u~~n; when tracking in the 
SBC frame, assuming the satellite is initially nadir pointing (the ORC and SBC frames are 
aligned). So we define a unit vector U
c 
to be 
U
SBC X U ORC U = com SIT 
c //u SBC ORC // 
com xu SIT 
Then the quaternion command Q
c 
for target tracking can be described as: 
where 
-fu c sin ~] Q c - 8 
cos-
2 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
8= the angle between the time-varying vector U~:TC and the constant vector u~'~n: 
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Based upon Eq. (2.10), the attitude quaternion error Q" can be easily computed. 
Therefore, the vector q" in Eq. (5.5) for tracking control is obtained. In addition. 
depending on Eg. (5.6), the value of q"-ill can also be solved by integration 
(5.19) 
In order to investigate the tracking accuracy, we define the unit vector u~~i to be 
SBC AORC aRC 
U S1T = SBCUSIT (5.20) 
where A ~:~ is the current attitude of the satellite with respect to the orbital frame ORe. 
Then, we define Berro! to represent the angle between the vector u~~i and U~i~n~' which can 
be used to describe the tracking error. B
error 
can be simply solved as 
B = COS-I (U SBC .U SBC ) 
error S IT com 
(5.21 ) 
The symbol· represents the dot product of two vectors. 
5.3.2 Computation of Desired Angular Velocity 0) ~ 
According to Wertz [1989], the desired angular rate ffi ~ and the desired direction U ~~TC 
will have a relationship 
where 
I.e. 
. aRC _ a aRC 
USIT - ffid X USIT 
aRC [aRC 
USIT = USIT -< 
ORC ]T 
U S1T-: 
(5.22) 
(5.23a) 
(5.23b) 
(5.24a) 
(5.24b) 
(5.24c) 
The set of Eqs. (5.24) versus W ~ is linearly dependent. Therefore, the desired angular 
velocity W ~ is not uniquely specified for this problem. In order to derive a solution for w ~ 
depending on Eqs. (5.24), we furthermore add another constraint to Eqs. (5.24), which 
aims to minimise the amplitude of w ~ as 
(5.25) 
where 
k(J) = a positive weighting scalar 
This cost function is defined to be subject to Eqs. (5.24a) and (5.24b). Therefore we can 
formulate a Hamiltonian function as follows [Hocking, 1991] [Kirk, 1970]: 
(5.26) 
where 
PI' P2 = positive co-state scalars 
dH 
Then we take the derivative of Eq. (5.26) with respect to w~, according to --0- = 0 dW d 
[Kirk, 1970], we can obtain three equations as follows: 
(5.27a) 
(S.27b) 
(S.27c) 
According to Eqs. (5.27), we can obtain the following relation 
(5.28) 
Eq. (5.28) implies that the tracking control minimising the amplitude of w ~ will have the 
desired angular velocity w ~ orthogonal to the desired tracking direction u ~:i' . Combining 
the relations of Eqs. (5.22) and (5.28), we can solve w ~ as 
W a = U aRC X U aRC 
d SIT SIT (5.29) 
This is a particular choice of w ~ without rotation about u ~:f during the tracking 
manoeuvre [Goeree et ai, 1999]. The requirement for solving Eq. (5.29) is to solve the 
vector U~:TC, Therefore, we take the time derivative of both sides ofEq. (5.15), and obtain 
On the other hand, 
Thus 
Substitute Eq. (5.32) into Eq. (5.30), then we can get [Goeree, 1999]: 
. aRC I [I aRC ( ORC)T]. aRC 
U SIT = IIX~:TCII 3 - U SIT U SIT X SIT 
(5.30) 
(5.31 ) 
(5.32) 
(5.33) 
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where I, is the 3-by-3 identity matrix. Furthermore substitute Eq. (5.33) into Eq. (5.29), 
then 
o I ORC [I ORC( ORC)T]. aRC 
Wei = I/Xf:TC/I U SIT X .1 - US/l U SIT X SIT 
I aRC. ORC I aRC. aRC 
= /lxf:i/l U SIT X X SIT = /lx~:TcI12 X SIT X X SIT 
(5.34) 
From Eq. (5.14), the vector xf:i can be computed by 
XORC - A EtC (A EFCXEFC _ r) + A EtC (A EFCXEFC - v) 
SIT - aRC EtC T aRC EtC T (5.35) 
where 
(5.36a) 
. EtC [;.. ~ A ORC = U V (5.36b) 
Fro~ the definition of Eqs. (5.11-13) and the method described in Eq. (5.33), then we can 
derive 
~ = -II~II (IJ - wwT)v (5.37) 
I IIr X vii ( 1 J - VV T ) (t X v + r x v) = v= (5.38) 
If we assume a reasonably short time period for target tracking, for example, less than 30 
minutes, we can ignore the insignificant effect of orbital perturbations. Then the vector v 
will be aligned with the direction of the gravitational force of the satellite. Therefore, 
during tracking control, we can assume r x v :;::;; 0 and then 
(5.39) 
Furthermore 
t1 = ~ x W + v x ~ = 11;11 v x [( I 3 - WW T)V ] (5.40) 
According to the solutions of Egs. (5.37-40), the time derivative of the attitude matrix 
A ~~~ will depend on the current measurements of the position r and velocity v of the 
satellite from the GPS receiver. Therefore, based upon Eqs. (5.35-36), then the vector x~:i 
can be easily solved. Moreover, the desired angular velocity 0) ~ can also be computed 
from Eg. (5.34). 
5.3.3 Computation of 0)0 and 00 0 
According to the Keplerian law [Sidi, 1997], the orbital angular velocity vector 00 0 of the 
satellite can be derived as 
rxv O)o=w (5.41 ) 
From Eg. (5.31) and Eg. (5.41), the time derivative of 00 0 can be derived as 
2 d{llrl1 2 ) (r x v + r x v) Ilrll - ( r x v) --'---'-
. dt 
00 0 = IIrl14 
-2(r e v)(rxv) 
= IIrl14 (5.42) 
Using Egs. (5.41-42), we can solve the term NlaJ of the tracking controller in Eq. (5.4). 
5.3.4 Rapid Combined Pre-manoeuvre by Thrusters and RWs 
Before the satellite is commanded to track the ground target, the satellite could be in any 
orientation with respect to the ORC frame. In this case, a large-angle slew manoeuvre will 
initially be required to point the commissioned axis of the satellite towards the target. If the 
satellite is immediately commanded to track the moving ground target from any initial 
attitude using the PID controller addressed above, the integral error qe-in will rapidly grow 
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into a very big value. Furthermore. due to the impact of the limited actuation capacity of 
the reaction wheels, the PID controller will readily cause system instability. It will 
eventually result in the tracking control failure. Therefore, in order to reduce the initial 
control effort required, it is advantageous to manoeuvre the satellite to an initial pre-
commanded attitude, aligning the commissioned axis with the target direction before 
commencing the PID tracking control. In addition, in order to enable the commanded 
pointing axis of the satellite body to capture the desired target direction as quick as 
possible, the method of combined large-angle slew manoeuvres discussed in Chapter 4 can 
be applied. Then we assume an initial time period 0 - to to be allocated for a combined 
pre-manoeuvre. Therefore, we need to determine an initial quatemion command. 
Based on Eq. (5.17), an initial unit pre-command vector U c (to) is defined to be 
U SBC X ORC(t) 
u (t ) = com Us IT () 
c 0 //U SBC X U ORC (t )// 
com SIT 0 
(5.43) 
where 
to = the time when starting the tracking control 
Therefore, the initial quatemion command Q
c 
(to) for the combined manoeuvre can be 
described as 
(5.44) 
Where b(tJ is the angle between the vectors u~:i (tJ and u~~n~' During the combined 
pre-manoeuvre implemented by three-axis PWM thrusters and reaction wheels, Q c (tJ 
will be a constant reference attitude. The quatemion error Q
e 
(to) can be computed directly 
from Eq. (2.10). Based upon a combined manoeuvre method as addressed in Chapter 4, a 
rapid pre-manoeuvre using the blending control of three-axis reaction wheels and PWM 
thrusters can be implemented. 
5.4 Application Example 
Simulation tests were implemented to investigate the performance of the proposed PID 
tracking controller including a combined pre-manoeuvre as presented above. The LEO 
mini-satellite UoSAT -12 is used as an example during these simulations. In order to 
investigate the attitude change of the satellite, we define the roll, pitch and yaw angles 
respectively to represent the rotations of the satellite body x, y and z axes with respect to 
the ORC coordinates. The simulation parameters are listed in Table 5.1. During 
simulation, perfect attitude knowledge was assumed, as well as perfect measurements of 
the position and velocity vectors r and v from a GPS receiver. 
Table 5.1 Parameters for Simulation 
Expected tracking accuracy 0.1° 
An arbitrary commissioned axis u;'(~n~ = Unit vector of the axis [1 -1 9f inSBC 
Moment of Inertia r~·45 0 ~ ] kgm' 1= 0 42.09 
0 0 40.36 
Orbital parameters Semi-major axis = 7028 km 
Inclination i = 64.6° 
Eccentricitye = 0.0026 
Sample time 1 second 
3-axis reaction wheels Maximum torque = 0.02 Nm 
Maximum momentum = 4 Nms 
Initial momentum = [0.1 0.2 -0.15f Nms 
PWM cold-gas thrusters Minimum firing time = 0.05 sec 
Output torque = 0.035 Nm 
Target position at Guildford X;FC = [4021.9 - 35.1 4933.6f km 
Period of initial pre-manoeuvre 80 seconds 
The schematic explanation of the ground target tracking control for the simulation 
demonstration is displayed in Fig. 5.3. The satellite attitude will experience dramatic 
change in order for the commissioned axis u;~~~ to continuously point towards the fixed 
ground target on the Earth during the tracking period. The rotation will mainly occur about 
the y-axis y SBC of the satellite body frame SBC. The other two axes X SBC and ZSBC will 
have slight rotation. 
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Fig. 5.3 Ground target tracking control of u;~~ 
Figs. 5.4-10 show the simulation results of the tracking controller of Eq. (5.5). During the 
initial 80-second period, the satellite is manoeuvred through a large angle, achieved by the 
combined control of three-axis reaction wheels and PWM cold-gas thrusters, to bring the 
commissioned axis towards the target direction. The parameters for combined pre-
manoeuvre are the same as described in Section 4.4 of Chapter4. After the pre-manoeuvre, 
the satellite is commanded to track the ground target by the proposed PID controller in Eq. 
(5.5). The selection of the PID gain scalars k", k, and k" is addressed in Section 5.3. 
Empirically, for a digital system, the settling time is chosen to be 10 - 20 times of the 
sampling time in order to obtain a desirable control performance. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 
4, we just use the settling time with 50 seconds conservatively due to the consideration of 
the actuator saturation effect. However, for the PID tracking controller in Eq. (5.5), the 
desired angular rate 0) ~ in Eq. (5.34) will vary in both the direction and the amplitude. 
Therefore, in order to track the fast change of ro ~ , we finally select the system settling 
time to be 13 times of the sampling time with a trade-off. But for the initial pre-
manoeuvre, when only the PD controller is used, we still use the 50-second settling time 
for the I-second sampling time. In simulation, the PID controller parameters with I-second 
sampling time is chosen as in Table 5.2. 
Table 5.2 PID controller parameters for the I-second sampling time 
Damping Natural Settling time PID gains 
ratio frequency 
( =0.78 wn "'" 0.30 Ts = 3/((wn) "'" 13 kp = 2w,; "'" 0.175, kd = 2(wn "'" 0.461 
k; "'" 0.046 
As discussed in Section 5.3, the integral gain k; is only employed when the commissioned 
axis is close to the required target direction. Otherwise the system might become unstable 
when the tracking error is still large. The value of k; is experimentally determined with the 
aid of simulation. Initially we set k; = 0, in simulation we gradually increase the value of 
k; until the tracking error is smaller than the required tracking accuracy. 
The attitude change represented in roll, pitch and yaw angle is displayed in Fig. 5.4. Figs. 
5.5 shows the tracking error B
ermr 
as described in Eq. (5.21). It can be seen that the satellite 
is maintained in a stable tracking mode with a very small tracking error after the initial 
pre-manoeuvre, as shown in Fig. 5.5b. The largest tracking error occurs at the moment 
when the satellite is closest to the target, because a maximum acceleration is required at 
this point to maintain tracking. With the assumption of perfect measurements, the error is 
smaller than 0.004 degree. From Fig. 5.6, we can see that the orbit-referenced angular 
velocity U) ~ of the satellite body follows the desired angular rate command U) ~ without a 
visible error during the tracking period. Fig. 5.7 shows their difference described by the 
angular rate tracking error U) ~ (after pre-manoeuvre). The activity of the three-axis 
reaction wheels are shown in Figs. 5.8-9. The torques of the three-axis reaction wheels are 
far from saturation when the satellite is tracking the ground target, as seen from Fig. 5.9a. 
During the initial phase shown in Fig. 5.9b, the reaction wheels provide 50% of effort for 
bang-bang control. They also carry out the cancellation of the gyroscopic term and gravity 
gradient torque. Critically, they also provide the PD feedback compensation for accurate 
eigenaxis tracking. As displayed in Fig. 5.10, the three-axis PWM cold-gas thrusters use 
maximum torque in one axis to supply the open-loop bang-bang control. As a result, the 
satellite is manoeuvred rapidly (within 80 seconds) from the initial nadir-pointing attitude 
to the required attitude, which enables the command axis of the satellite eventually to point 
towards the ground target. After the combined pre-manoeuvre, the satellite is commanded 
to do PID tracking control. A wheel torque transient, as seen in Fig. S.9b, happens at the 
onset. This is caused by the sudden application of the integral error term q e-in' The wheel 
momentum can also gradually build up caused by secular external disturbance torques due 
to the gravity gradient, aerodynamic and solar pressure forces. 
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Simulation tests have also been done using different sampling periods. Based on Eq. 
(3.79), the PD gains scalars kp and kd are computed by assuming the same damping ratio 
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( = 0.78 as in Table 5.2, and the settling time is 13 times of the sample time (the natural 
frequency OJ" is calculated by OJ" = ( Ts /3). The integral gain k i is experimentally 
determined through simulation. 
From Table 5.3, we can see the tracking error almost changes exponentially versus the 
sampling time as seen in Table 5.3. Because of the integration tenn of the feedback path in 
Eq. (5.5), the tracking error can be maintained to small values. The integration gain K I 
should be chosen carefully otherwise it can cause feedback instability. The term N w} in 
Eq. (5.5) is generally small. We can ignore it in the controller. Due to the feedback nature 
of PID control, this controller is robust against model uncertainties. Simulations were also 
done to investigate the robust behaviour of the tracking controller against a ±10% error in 
the moment of inertia of the satellite. These simulations show that the tracking error can 
still be maintained to values smaller than 0.005 degree for I-seond sampling. However, in 
practice the tracking error will eventually be dominated by the attitude detennination 
accuracy and the orbital measurements of the vectors r and v from the GPS receiver. For 
example, a GPS receiver with a IOO-meter measuring accuracy for position will induce 
( 0.2) b· about 2 arcsin -- "" 0.01° tracking error in a 650km or It. 650 
Table 5.3 Target tracking error investigation versus the sampling time 
Sampling time PID gain Maximum tracking error 
(second) (degree) 
0.25 k = 2.807, k. = 0.737 , kd = 1.843 0.0011 p I 
0.5 k = 0.702, k = 0.184, kd = 0.922 0.0024 p I 
I k = 0.175, k = 0.060, kd = 0.461 
'I' I 
0.0038 
2 k = 0.044, k = 0.015, kd = 0.230 p I 0.012 
4 k = 0.011, k = 0.0014, k d = 0.115 p I 0.133 
5 k = 0.007, k = 0.001, kd = 0.092 p I 0.224 
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5.5 Special Case for the Commissioned Axis along z-Axis 
In the majority of cases, the commissioned payload such as a camera, antenna or telescope 
[Goeree et aI, 1999] is usually mounted along the z-axis of the satellite body, so the z-axis 
is now the commissioned axis. On example is shown in Fig. 5.11, in which a VoSAT -12 
camera for the Earth observation is mounted along the z-axis ZSBC of the VoSA T -12 body 
frame. During ground target tracking control periods, the rotation around the 
commissioned axis is not significant. Therefore, the tracking control for the payload in the 
z-axis can theoretically be achieved by only using the x- and y-reaction wheels. Two 
operational modes can therefore be defined: 
• the rotation around the z-axis has to be controlled, such as a controlled yaw angle; 
• the rotation around the z-axis is uncontrolled. 
Camera 
YSBC 
Fig. 5.11 Mounting configuration of a UoSA T -12 camera about z-axis 
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5.5.1 Controlled z-axis with a Constant Yaw Angle 
Next we will discuss a ground target tracking scheme when a constant yaw angle is 
required. The attitude can be defined by Euler angles [Wertz, 1989]. If the 1-2-3 sequence 
of rotations is used for the description of the desired attitude matrix A ~:~-d for tracking, 
then 
[ 
clf/c8 
A~:~_d = - slf/c8 
s8 
C If/c Be rp + S If/c rp 
- S If/s8srp + C If/crp 
-c8srp 
- C If/s Be rp + S If/c rpj 
S If/s Be rp + C If/S rp 
cBerp 
(5.45) 
where C and S are respectively cosine and sine functions, and rp, 8 and I/f respectively 
represent the roll, pitch and yaw angles. According to Eq. (5.16), in order to point the body 
z-axis of the satellite towards the direction of u ~~i for tracking, we can obtain: 
U~~TC = [sin8 -cos8sinrp cos8cosrpf (5.46) 
Based upon Eq. (5.46), the roll and pitch angles rp and 8 for tracking can be easily solved. 
If we further assume a constant yaw I/f is required during tracking, the desired attitude 
matrix A~:~_d can be computed according to Eq. (5.45). Therefore, based on A~:~_d' the 
referenced quatemion command Q
c 
can be derived. Accordingly, qe and qe-ill can be 
solved as discussed in Section 5.3. 
Due to the assumption of a constant yaw angle during tracking, the desired angular rate 
about the z-axis will be zero. From Eq. (5.24), O)~ will be 
o _ U S1T- r 
[ 
·ORC 
Wd - - U ORC 
SIT-z 
·ORC 
USIT-x 
ORC 
US1T- z 
Furthermore, using Eq~. (5.33) and (5.35), we can solve 0) ~ . 
(5.47) 
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Figs. 5. 12-18 show the simulation results for such a special case. Compared with Figs. 5.4-
10, we can see the tracking error is still much smaller than the required accuracy. During 
tracking, the yaw angle is maintained at a constant angle 0 degree in Fig. 5.12. The desired 
angular velocity about the z-axis is zero, as shown in Fig. 5.14b. From Fig. 5.14, the 
angular rate W ~ tracks the reference w ~ during the tracking period. Their difference is 
displayed in Fig. 5.15. The initial triangle shape of w ~ indicates the combined bang-bang 
manoeuvre. Compared to Figs. 5.8-9, the behaviour of the three-axis reaction wheels has 
no significant change, as displayed in Fig. 5.16-17. The wheel torque transient at the onset 
of tracking control in Fig. 5.17b is also caused by the discontinuity when w ~ instantly 
jumps from zero to a certain reference value, and the introduction of the integral term 
qe-ill' During the initial 80-second pre-manoeuvre, PWM cold-gas thrusters provide open-
loop bang-bang control, as shown in Fig. 5.17. 
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5.5.2 Uncontrolled z-axis 
Simulations to implement the tracking control using only the wheels along the x and y 
axes were also tested. The control torque computation for the x- and y-axis wheels still 
depends on Eq. (5.5) during tracking. However, no active torque is demanded from the 
wheel along the z axis. In addition, during the initial manoeuvre, no thruster torque is 
applied about the z-axis. The pre-manoeuvre time is lengthened to 240 seconds. The x-
and y-axis reaction wheels provide quatemion-based PD feedback control (the controller 
has a similar form as described in Eq. (5.5) without the integral part i.e. K I = 0). The 
computation of the desired angular rates depends on Eq. (5.34). Figs. 5.19-23 show the 
simulation result for this case. The satellite attitude is shown in Fig. 5. 19. Despite no z-
axis control being applied, the yaw angle does not drift with a big value. The tracking error 
displayed in Fig. 5.20 is less than 0.005 degree. Compared with the 3-axis tracking control, 
the angular rate tracking errors wex and we),' shown in Fig. 5.21, are still small. Figs. 5.22-
23 indicate that only the reaction wheels along x and y axes provide control torques. A 
wheel torque transient also occurs at the beginning of operation of the PID tracking 
controller, as seen in Fig. 5.23b. These simulations demonstrate that the target tracking 
control for the z-axis payload can be achieved by using the x- and y-axis wheels only. An 
accurate tracking performance can still be obtained. In chapter 6, we will show a practical 
test of tracking control on board UoSAT-12. Only x- and y-axis reaction wheels were 
employed to achieve a z-axis camera to point continuously towards a desired ground target 
during a certain span of time. 
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5.6 Conclusion 
This chapter presents a systematic method for ground target tracking control of Earth-
pointing satellites. A quaternion-based PID feedback controller is proposed to achieve an 
accurate ground target tracking manoeuvre. When using the orbital position r and velocity 
v vector measurements of the satellite from an accurate GPS receiver, the computation of 
the quaternion error and the desired angular velocity for the PID feedback controller is 
much simplified. Due to the low computation requirements for this algorithm, the control 
scheme can easily be applied on-board satellites. The commissioned axis could be in any 
body direction of the satellite. The combined large-angle slew manoeuvre discussed in 
Chapter 4 is utilised to achieve rapid initial target capture. A special case, when the 
pointing axis is along the z-axis of the satellite body, was also investigated. Due to the 
flexibility of our proposed scenarios, this tracking controller could be useful to many space 
missions. 
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6 Practical Demonstration and Experimental Result 
Analysis 
6. 1 Introduction 
In the last three chapters, we have theoretically and systematically presented the combined 
control schemes for three separate but interconnected phases during space missions. All 
the analyses are based upon the purely theoretical deductions. Extensive preliminary 
simulations have been carried out to investigate the feasibility of our proposed combined 
control scenarios. The final goal of our research is to apply our control schemes onboard a 
satellite. Practical demonstrations will provide more rigorous proof. In this chapter, we are 
going to present several experimental tests to demonstrate: 
• large-angle slew manoeuvre on an air-bearing rotary table 
• ground target tracking control onboard UoSAT -12. 
6.2 Large-Angle Manoeuvre Demonstration on Air-Bearing Table 
6.2.1 Introduction to Air Bearing and Experimental Hardware 
An air bearing table provides the capability of rotation without significant friction. It is 
usually used to test the dynamic characteristics and performance of a model satellite 
control system during the pre-launch experimental test phase on the ground. It is 
suspended by air, which allows nearly frictionless rotation. The rotation freedom depends 
on the mechanical structure. The air bearing is mounted around a sphere which can 
provide air suspension in all directions in order to enable the table rotation in three degrees 
of freedom. The air bearing used for this experiment only has one degree of freedom of 
rotation. The bearing's air block in a spindle shape is supplied with air under a certain 
pressure to lift the bearing table and the external loads. Due to a lack of contact between 
the rotating table and stationary platform, air bearings offer several significant advantages 
• low friction 
• high accuracy of motion 
6-1 
• zero wear 
• wide temperature range 
During the test for large-angle slew manoeuvres on the air-bearing table, a PWM thruster 
was not available. Only one space-qualified reaction wheel from Ithaco was employed on 
the air bearing table for demonstrating the principle of combined large-angle slew 
manoeuvres. A gyro was used to provide the measurements of angular rate and rotation 
angle (by integration) for the air-bearing table. A simplified diagram of the structure of our 
experimental platform is shown in Fig. 6.1. 
Balancing 
Fig. 6.1 Air-bearing table and experimental hardware for large-angle manoeuvre 
6.2.2 Dynamics of Air-Bearing Table and Control Algorithms 
The air-bearing table in this experiment can be rotated around a single aXIs . The 
approximate dynamics of the rotation table is given by: 
(6.1 ) 
where, 
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JAB = moment of inertia of the air-bearing rotation table 
OJ AB = angular speed of the air-bearing rotation table 
Jw = moment of inertia of the reaction wheel around its rotation axis 
OJw = angular speed of the reaction wheel 
N d = external disturbance torque including air friction, aerodynamic drag, etc 
Based upon the combined control algorithm discussed in Chapter 4, the reaction wheel is 
supposed here to provide 70% effort of maximum torque for open-loop bang-bang control 
as: 
where 
{ 
-0.7 Nw- max , 
N W-slelV = 0.7 N W-max 
0, 
t E (0, th ) 
tE(th,2th) 
t > 2th 
N W-max = wheel maximum output torque 
(6.2) 
From Eqs. (4.23-24), we can compute the referenced angular rate and rotation angle of the 
air-bearing table as 
with 
1 
-kABt 
OJref = <i>ref = -kAB (2t" -t), 
0, 
0.7 N W- max k AB = --.:;:.......:..:.::::... 
JAB 
I 
t = [<1>(0)]2 
" k AB 
t E (0, t h ) 
tE(t".2th) 
t> 2th 
t E (0, t h ) 
tE(th.2t,,) 
t > 2t" 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
Based on Eq. (4.20), the wheel PD feedback compensation torque can be simplified as 
NIV-co/ll = -k p JAB q refe - k" JAB ({j) AB - (j)re! ) 
where 
. <I> ref <I> AB <I> ref . <I> AB q . =sm--cos---cos--sm--
refe 2 2 2 2 
<I> AB = measured rotation angle of the air-bearing table 
k p' k" = positive PD feedback control gain 
N IV-com = wheel PD feedback compensation torque 
6.2.3 Experimental Results 
The block diagram for this experiment is given in Fig. 6.2: 
RW speed 
command 
N W-slew + N W-com 
RW dynamics 
and speed 
controller 
RW speed 
Measuremnent 
Open-loop 
bang-bang 
& PD feedback 
controller 
Angular rate 
1-oIIIJ------------...... ., of air-bearing table 
<I> AB Measured 
rotation angle 
measured by gyro 
Fig. 6.2 The block diagram of the experiments on air-bearing table 
The parameters for the experiment is listed in Table 6.1. 
(6.7) 
(6.8) 
Table 6.1 Parameters for the air-bearing test 
Sample time I second 
Estimated moment of inertia f AB = 4.20 kg. m2 
of the air-bearing table 
Reaction wheel Moment of inertia: flY = 0.0077 kg. m2 
Maximum torque: N,v-max = 0.025 Nm 
Maximum speed: 5000rpm 
Experiment 1 • A positive 720-degree rotation 
• Bang-bang control without feedback compensation 
Experiment 2 • A positive 720-degree rotation 
• Bang-bang control plus feedback compensation 
Experiment 3 • A negative 720-degree rotation 
• Bang-bang control plus feedback compensation 
Experiment 1: 
We tried to carry out an open-loop bang-bang manoeuvre, shown in Figs. 6.3-6. Figs. 6.3-4 
indicate that the open-loop control results in a big error with respect to the commanded 
rotation reference. A residual angular rate of the air-bearing table exists after the 
manoeuvre as displayed in Fig. 6.5. Fig. 6.6 implies that there is about a two-second delay 
in the closed-loop speed controller of the reaction wheel. 
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Experiment 2: 
During the test, we ignored the impact of the reaction wheel dynamics (almost 2-second 
-delay in the closed loop speed controller). We chose the PD feedback gains kl' and k" in 
Eg. (6.7) by setting the settle time about 5 second for Experiment 2 and 3. Figs. 6.7-10 
show the experimental results fo r a positive nO-degree rotation. Fig. 6.7 reveals that the 
measured rotation angle of the air-bearing table appears to accurately follow the pre-
determined reference angle. However their difference di splayed in Fig. 6.8 is still fairly 
big. In addition, we can clearly see an undamped oscillation during control. After the bang-
bang manoeuvre, the average rotation angle and angular rate of the air-bearing table are 
close to the required values accompanied with an oscillation . The oscillation is caused by 
imperfect values of the PD feedback gains k p and kd in Eq. (6.7) because we have not 
carefully considered the dynamics of the reaction wheel speed controller in advance. 
Another reason is due to unmodelled non-linearity (friction) in the reaction wheel and air-
bearing table. From Fig. 6. 10 we can see that the measured angular speed of the reaction 
wheel is falling behind the speed command with an almost 2-second delay. In order to 
avoid the control oscillation, the PD feedback gains k p and kd should be modified to 
tolerate the time delay of the wheel speed controller. Unfortunately, further 
experimentation was not completed due to time schedules on the UoSA T -12 integration 
program, since both the wheel and gyro were required for assembly. 
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Experiment 3: 
In Experiment 3, the PD feedback gains k" and kd was still kept the same value as in 
Experiment 2. A negative nO-degree rotation was implemented, displayed in Figs. 6.11-
14. The unexpected oscillation still occurs during the manoeuvre. The final rotation angle 
is close to the required value -720°. From Fig. 6.14, the reaction wheel holds a non-zero 
average value after bang-bang control. This phenomenon indicates that the air-bearing 
table is not balanced well in both directions. According to this test the negative direction 
has a much stronger unbalanced effect than the positive direction, which finally causes the 
accumulation of extra reaction wheel momentum. From this point, it proves that our 
proposed PD feedback compensation works well to counteract the unexpected modelling 
errors and djsturbances. The principle of our proposed combined control algorithm 
presented in Chapter 4 has been demonstrated under certain restrictions in practice. 
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6.2.4 Simulation Confirmation 
In order to further investigate the credibility of the experimental results, we also carry out 
simulations based on the dynamic model of the air-bearing table in Eg. (6.1). A typical 
1 
first-order model was assumed with a transfer function -- to approximate the dynamic 
2s+ 1 
behaviour of the reaction wheel speed controller. We use the same values of the feedback 
gains k" and k" as in Experiment 2. Figs. 6.15-18 show the simulation results for a 
positive 720-degree rotation. Compared with Figs. 6.7-11, we can see that the simulation 
results are fairly close to the practical demonstration. The differences between them can be 
reasonably regarded to be caused by the un modelled air friction and unbalanced effects of 
the table. The similar oscillation also exists during simulation as can be seen from Figs. 
6.16-18. This implies that the feedback gains k" and kd used in the practical tests were 
not well suited because the time delay in the reaction wheel control loop was ignored. It 
will certainly be possible to improve the performance by a correct choice of the feedback 
gains k" and k d • 
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6.2.5 Suggestions 
The experiment and simulation results addressed above can provide some evidence to 
demonstrate the principle of our proposed combined large-angle slew manoeuvre in 
Chapter 4. However, due to a sub-optimal choice of the PD feedback gain, an oscillation 
and big rotation error took place unexpectedly. Moreover, the inherent time delay of the 
reaction wheel speed control loop will deteriorate the control performance inevitably. In 
addition, the integration of the gyro output for measuring the rotation angle can reduce the 
control accuracy as well. Therefore, in order to achieve a more accurate large-angle 
rotation in the air-bearing table, some measures can be taken by: 
• choosing the PD feedback gain k" and kd carefully; 
• adopting a precise shaft encoder for measuring the air-bearing table rotation angle; 
• implementing closed-loop current control on the reaction wheel. In fact, the RW 
current loop is already implemented as an analogue PI control system with a much 
faster time response than that of the closed speed control loop. The problem caused by 
the time delay therefore does not exist in the current loop. However, when the reaction 
wheel approaches zero speed, the transient of the rolling coulomb friction will create a 
large error in control torque when the reaction wheel change direction. This will 
apparently also reduce the control accuracy. A method was proposed [Stetson, 1993] 
by using dither compensation to eliminate abrupt static friction disturbances at the 
zero-speed crossing in order to achieve near linear behaviour around zero speed. 
6.3 Ground-Target Tracking Control onboard UoSA T-12 
6.3.1 Review 
The SSTL's new 325kg mini-satellite UoSAT-12 provides the capability for 3-axis attitude 
determination and control. It operates in a variety of modes using different combinations 
of sensors and actuators. The active attitude control actuators of UoSAT -12 consist of 
three-axis magnetorquers, reaction wheels and PWM cold-gas thrusters. For ground target-
tracking control as analysed in Chapter 5, three-axis reaction wheels and PWM thrusters 
can be employed simultaneously to achieve a rapid combined large-angle pre-manoeuvre. 
Once the commissioned axis of the satellite captures the target direction, only three-axis 
reaction wheels are required to maintain the tracking control. However, the z-axis reaction 
wheel of UoSAT-12 failed. Moreover, the cold-gas thrusters onboard UoSAT-12 were not 
well calibrated (their actuation might pollute the Kalman Filter for attitude estimation by 
using magnetometers only). Therefore, a combined pre-manoeuvre is not suitable in this 
case. Fortunately, the cameras of UoSA T -12 are mounted along the z-axis of the satellite 
body. According to the analysis in Chapter 5, only the x- and y-axis reaction wheels are 
sufficient to achieve z-axis tracking and enable the onboard cameras to image a fixed 
ground target in a certain period of time. The download images of the ground target will 
provide a convincing evidence of the performance of our proposed tracking controller. 
UoSAT -12 carries a wide-angle colour CCD imager for meteorological-scale imaging. Its 
• ground sampled distance: 975m 
• Image coverage: IOOOkm x lOOOkm 
UoSAT -12 also carries a high-resolution narrow-angle imager, shown in Fig. 6.19. Its 
• ground sampled distance: 10m 
• image coverage: IOkm x IOkm 
Fig. 6.19 UoSAT-12 high-resolution narrow-angle imager 
The images taken by this high-resolution camera during tracking control can be used to 
demonstrate the tracking accuracy to a fraction of a degree. 
Based on the theory in Chapter 5, the tracking controller is implemented onboard UoSAT-
12 as follows: 
I. Compute the constant vector X;FC from the Earth centre to the target represented in 
the EFC frame 
r
cos 7J cos cpl 
X;FC = RT cos ~ sin cp 
SIn 7J 
where 
RT = the distance from the ground target to the centre of Earth 
7J = the geocentric latitude of the ground target 
cp = the longitude of the ground target 
(6.9) 
2. Compute X~:TC (k) representing the vector from the satellite to the ground target in the 
ORC coordinates 
xORC(k) - A £IC (k)[A EFC( k)X EFC - r(k)] SIT - ORC EtC T (6.10) 
where 
fJ = sidereal time 
-sinfJ oOll 
cosfJ 
° 
k = current sampling step 
r(k) = UoSAT-12 position in the EIC frame 
(6.11 ) 
3. Compute the current desired angular rate Ol~ (k) 0 Firstly compute X~~TC (k) according 
to 
. aRC x~~i (k) - xf~i (k -1) 
X SIT (k) = --"-''-'----..::.:.:..---
Ilt 
where 
Ilt = sampling interval 
then 
o(k) 1 aRC k OORC(k) 
Old = // //2 XSIT ( )XXSIT xORC(k) SIT 
4. Compute the current desired tracking direction Uf~TC (k) 
aRC k [aRC aRC ORC]T Xf~TC (k) 
USIT ( ) = USIT_x(k) USIT_r(k) USIT_z(k) = // aRC // 
XSIT (k) 
5. Compute and save the tracking error B
error 
(k) 
SBC (k) A aRC k ORC(k) USIT- z = SBC-3( )U SIT 
where 
The third row of current attitude matrix Af:g (k) 
6. Compute the tracking quaternion command 
where 
(6.12) 
(6.13) 
(6.14) 
(6.15) 
(6.16) 
(6.17) 
(6.18) 
7. Determine the quaternion error 
where 
q4c (k) 
- q,cCk ) 
q2c (k) 
q)c(k) 
q.k (k) 
q 4c (k) 
-q)c(k) 
q2c (k) 
-q2c(k)-q)c(k) q)(k) 
qlc(k) -q2c(k) q2(k) 
q4c(k) -q3c(k) q,(k) 
q,c(k) q4c(k) q4(k) 
q(k)=[q)(k) q2(k) q,(k) q4(k)f =currentattitudequaternion 
8. Determine the integral value of q,,(k) = [q)e(k) q2,,(k) q3,,(k)f by 
qe-in (k) == qe-iJk -1) + dt x q,,(k) 
(6. 19) 
(6.20) 
(6.21) 
Note: Only compute q"-in (k) after the initial 4-minute pre-manoeuvre, and the initial 
values are zeros. 
9. Then we can compute the control torque: 
N(k)=[N,(k) N,(k) Nz(k)f 
= -kl'lqe(k) - kilq,,-in (k) - kdl[O)~(k) - ro~(k)] 
+ ro ~ (k) x [Iro ~ (k) + h(k)] 
10. Compute the speed command of the x- and y-axis reaction wheels 
(Nt = -h,) 
(N, = -h,) 
where 
Wcmd_)k), ~md-y (k) = new x- and y-axis RWs' speed command 
'w,' 'w, = moment of inertia of x- and y-axis reaction wheels 
(6.22) 
(6.23) 
(6.24) 
II. Apply Wcmd-Jk) and ~md-)k) to the closed-loop speed controller of the x- and y-
axis reaction wheels, and N: (k) to the z-axis cold-gas thruster, if z-axis control is 
required. 
12. Repeat the sequence from Step 2 until tracking control needs to be stopped. 
6.3.2 Practical Test onboard UoSAT-12 
So far, we have carried out the ground target tracking control twice onboard UoSA T - 1 2. 
Guildford in UK and Cape Canaveral in USA were respectively chosen as the ground 
targets. The test parameters are listed in Table 6.2. 
Test 1: 
In Test 1 the tracking controller pointed the z-axis of UoSA T -12 for 20 minutes at the 
ground station in Guildford. Initially the satellite was maintained in a nadir-pointing 
attitude. The momentum of the x- and y-axis reaction wheels were dumped close to zero 
by the three-axis magnetorquers before tracking manoeuvre. During tracking, the onboard 
wide-angle camera along the z-axis was commissioned to continuously image the target 
from different angles. An animated GIF file, which can be found in the web site 
http://www.sstl.co.uk/primages/Guildford.gif.showshowthetrackingcontrollerworks.It 
is a sequence of images taken by the wide angle camera as the satellite passed over 
Guildford (each image was captured 1 minute apart). The satellite was approaching the UK 
from the south-west. The coast of France can be seen before the UK comes into view. The 
middle image was taken directly over Guildford before UoSAT - 1 2 headed off to the north-
east and then the Sun entered into the camera field of view. 
The following sequence of images shown in Fig. 6.20 from the wide angle camera reveal 
this Guildford tracking control. The ground target position is located in the centre of the 
images and pointed by an arrow. We can see that the Earth in the images becomes 
gradually bigger and bigger when the ground target is closer and closer to the satellite. The 
English Channel between France and the south of UK can be clearly seen from the images 
in Fig. 6.20d-f. (The zoomed image of Fig. 6.20d and position of Guildford in a map are 
shown in Fig. 6.21. Guildford is pointed by an arrow). The last image in Fig. 6.20f was 
taken at the moment when the satellite just passed over the ground station in Guildford 
about 15h:38m:45s on 21 March 2000. After this image, the Sun came into the camera 
field of view. Therefore, the following images were not useful. 
Table 6.2 Parameters for ground target tracking control 
Sample time 5 seconds 
Expected tracking accuracy within 1.5 degree 
Moment of inertia of r 40.45 0 ~ ] kgm' UoSAT-12 1= 0 42.09 
0 0 40.36 
Reaction wheel • z-axis wheel failed 
• Maximum torque output = 0.02 Nm 
• Maximum speed = 5000 rpm 
Cold-gas thruster • Torque output = 0.132 Nm 
• Minimum firing time in PWM = 20 msec 
Orbital parameters • Near circular orbit 
• Semi-major-axis of orbit = 7028 km 
• Inclination i = 64.6° 
• Eccentricity e = 0.0026 
Attitude determination • Estimation algorithm: extended Kalman filter 
• Measurement source: 3-axis magnetometers 
Test 1 • Actuators: x- and y-axis reaction wheels plus z-axis 
PWM cold-gas thrusters 
• Ground target: Guildford in UK 
• Target imaging: wide-angle camera 
Test 2 • Actuators: only x- and y-axis reaction wheels 
• Ground target: Cape Canaveral in USA 
• Target imaging: high-resolution narrow-angle camera 
(a) (b) 
(d) 
(e) (f) 
Fig. 6.20 The images by the wide-angle camera during Guildford tracking 
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(a) 
Guildford 
(b) 
Fig. 6.21 Guildford Tracking and position of Guildford in a map 
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The downloaded ADCS data from UoSAT -12 also gave valuable evidence of the 
Guildford tracking control manoeuvre. Fig. 6.22 shows the attitude information. Initially, 
UoSAT -12 was nadir-pointing. Then, the ADCS controller of the satellite was switched to 
the ground-target tracking controller. Only the pitch angle experienced dramatic change. 
This is self-evident because the satellite passed almost overhead the ground station in 
Guildford during tracking. The tracking error shown in Fig. 6.23 is somewhat bigger than 
we expected (the accuracy is expected to be within 1.5 degree, based on the ground 
simulation). The maximum error is about 2.2 degree. This error is the combination effect 
of the attitude estimator and tracking controller. Attitude determination is not very 
accurate because the attitude estimation for this tracking control only employed the 
dynamic model of the satellite and magnetometer measurements in an extended Kalman 
filter. Moreover, the 5-second sampling time can result in a significant control error as 
well. Fig. 6.24 displays the inertially referenced angular rate of the satellite body. The rate 
about the y-axis is the largest. The angular rates of the x- and y-axis reaction wheels are 
shown in Fig. 6.25. Initially these two wheels have almost zero momentum which was 
dumped by the three-axis magnetorquers in advance. During tracking the wheels speed is 
far from saturation. After the 20-minute tracking control, the satellite is manoeuvred back 
to nadir-pointing. The z-axis control was supplied by PWM cold-gas thrusters. The control 
torque of the z-axis thrusters is displayed in Fig. 6.26. In summary, the Guildford tracking 
control was carried out successfully using full three-axis actuation of the x-and y-axis 
reaction wheels and z-axis thrusters. 
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Test 2: 
In the second test, the ground target was set to be the Cape Canaveral in USA. During thi s 
tracking manoeuvre, only the x- and y-axi s reaction wheels were employed. The z-ax is of 
the satellite body was left in free motion without any control. Only after tracking control , 
the z-axi s PWM cold-gas thruster was used to provide torque along with the x- and y-axis 
wheels to manoeuvre the satellite back to nadir-pointing. Imaging the target was carried 
out by the onboard high-resolution narrow-angle camera. In the first few images the 
coastline of Cape Canaveral appears in the top of the images. Then it was lost and we only 
got the sea. After that there was a nice shot of the Cape, which is centred just at the south 
of the Cape. Fig. 6.27 shows this image and its location on a map. The remaining shots 
looked over the land when the camera was fin ally pointing into the Sun . Therefore the 
pointing definiti on is imposs ible to determine from these fin al images . The sequenced 
images from the hi gh-resolution narrow angle camera during Cape Canaveral tracking 
demonstrates that the max imum tracking error is definitely larger than 1 degree. 
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Fig. 6.27 Cape Canaveral image by narrow-angle camera and its position in a map 
From the downloaded ADCS data from UoSAT-12, Figs. 6.28-32 indicate the 
experimental results for the Cape Canaveral tracking control. Fig. 6.28 shows the attitude 
change during tracking. The pitch angle varies most. Due to no active control around the z-
axis, the yaw angle is drifting. Compared to Fig. 6.23, the tracking error in Fig. 6.29 is still 
large with a maximum error about 2.3 degree. Surprisingly the two-axis control in Test 2 
did not result in much worse tracking error than the full three-axis control in Test 1. The 
angular rate about the z-axis is close to zero as seen from Fig. 6.30. The x- and y-axi s 
reaction wheels still run as before, shown in Fig. 6.31. From Fig. 6.32 we can clearly see 
that the z-axis cold-gas thrusters did not provide any effort during tracking. Only after the 
20-minute tracking control, it generated a small torque along with the two wheels to re-
orient the satellite back to the nominal nadir-pointing attitude . In contrast with Fig. 6.26, 
the z-axis thrusters in Test 2 consumed much less fuel than in Test 1. As a result , using 
only x- and y~axis actuation for z-axi s tracking is proven feasible in practice. 
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Fig. 6.32 z-axis PWM Thruster control torque for Cape Canaveral tracking 
6.3.3 Suggestions 
The two practical tests onboard UoSA T -12 demonstrate that our proposed ground-target 
tracking controller presented in Chapter 5 did work properly in practice. If we wish to 
achieve more accurate tracking control, we can do as follows: 
• reduce the sampling time tlt ; 
• increase the PID feedback gains k p' k; and k" wi th the necessary care; 
• use more accurate attitude sensors such as sun sensor, star sensor, etc for attitude 
estimation, and three-axis gyros for angular rate measurements. 
If an initial rapid target capture is required, the combined large-angle slew manoeuvre 
discussed in Chapter 4 can be applied by using three-axis reaction wheels and PWM 
thrusters si multaneously. 
6.4 Conclusion 
In this chapter, several experimental tests were presented to demonstrate the theories 
presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5. At first the combined large-angle manoeuvre 
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algorithm was tested on an air-bearing table. One space-qualified reaction wheel was 
employed to generate an open-loop bang-bang control torque. It also provides the closed-
loop PD feedback compensation against unmodelled uncertainties to force the air-bearing 
table to rotate along a pre-defined route. Due to the sub-optimal PD feedback gains used, 
the experimental results were not very satisfactory. However, the results did prove the 
principle of the proposed combined large-angle slew manoeuvre. Secondly, ground-target 
tracking control was explored onboard UoSAT -12. Two different tests were carried out. In 
the first test, two reaction wheels along the x- and y-axis and z-axis PWM cold-gas 
thrusters were employed to achieve full three-axis tracking control of the ground station in 
Guildford. The images from the wide-angle camera were illustrative to prove the tracking 
controller performance. In the second test, the z-axis narrow-angle camera of UoSAT -12 
was continuously controlled by only the x- and y-axis reaction wheels to track Cape 
Canaveral for 20 minutes. The tracking controller using only two-axis control proved to 
work successfully in practice. Nevertheless the images from the high-resolution camera, 
which has a I-degree field of view, show that the maximum tracking error is bigger than 1 
degree. In order to achieve more accurate target tracking manoeuvre, some prerequisites 
should be considered. A smaller sampling time, larger PID feedback gains and more 
accurate attitude sensors are the dominant factors to fulfil this goal. 
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7 Conclusion and Future Work 
7. 1 Contributions to State of the Art 
In this research work, we proposed several combined control scenarios for three separate 
but interconnected phases during space missions. The research focussed on reaction 
wheel momentum dumping, large-angle slew manoeuvre and ground target tracking. The 
main objective is to optimise the use of actuator control energy and thrusters propellant, 
and attempt to achieve a rapid manoeuvre and accurate target-tracking. The proposed 
algorithms in this thesis can be easily applied onboard satellites. 
7.1.1 Momentum Management of Reaction Wheels 
Reaction wheels are the dominant actuators for precise attitude maintenance and large-
angle manoeuvres in most space missions. When reaction wheels are employed to 
continuously counteract the impact of secular external disturbance torques acting on 
satellites, the momentum of the wheels will gradually build up and will eventually drift 
toward saturation. Therefore, the management of three-axis reaction wheel momentum is 
regularly required during space missions. The active momentum dumping is commonly 
carried out by either thrusters or magnetorquers. At the cost of consuming on board 
limited and valuable propellant, three-axis PWM thrusters can achieve rapid momentum 
desaturation. In contrast, three-axis magnetorquers can implement relatively low-cost and 
slow dumping control. So far, it seems that there is no published paper to suggest a 
combined control of thrusters and magnetorquers in order to explore a trade-off between 
the rate of momentum dumping and thruster fuel consumption. 
In chapter 3, we present several novel combined dumping controllers for reaction wheel 
dumping. These controllers explore the potentials of both three-axis magnetorquers and 
PWM thrusters. They try to optimise the consumption of thruster propellant and control 
energy of magnetorquers during combined control. Based on the optimal dumping 
control algorithms using thruster only, the blending methods effectively and optimally 
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distribute the required control effects for magnetorquers and PWM thrusters. There is no 
need for modelling the complicated geomagnetic field. Only on-line magnetometer 
measurement data is required for optimal combined computation. The most beneficial 
point for these combined methods is that remarkable amounts of thruster propellant can 
be saved due to the assistant control of magnetorquers. According to the simulation 
results, over 20 percent of thruster fuel on an average can be saved for a one-tenth-orbit-
period momentum dumping of the UoSAT-12 reaction wheel system. With the increase 
of the dumping period, the dissipation of thruster fuel is cut down dramatically. Due to 
the simplicity of the algorithms, these combined methods could be suitable in practice to 
achieve rapid, propellant-saving 3-axis reaction-wheel momentum management. 
7.1.2 Large-Angle Slew Manoeuvre 
Over the last decades, the control problem of the large-angle slew manoeuvre has been 
extensively studied. Rapid re-orientation of the satellite attitude is the key concern to the 
success of some space missions. For example, remote sensing satellites are sometimes 
required to direct their payloads such as cameras rapidly to different targets within a short 
span of time. This manipulation will unavoidably demand fast large-angle slew 
manoeuvre. 
Generally, thrusters are good for rapid large-angle manoeuvres and a coarse attitude-hold 
mode. Comparatively reaction wheels offer in relatively slow control but excel in 
maintaining a precise attitude without dissipation of thruster propellant. In Chapter 4, 
combined control algorithms of thrusters and reaction wheels are newly proposed to 
enable attitude manoeuvres through an arbitrary angle. Based upon the theory of the 
eigenaxis manoeuvre, our combined scenarios compromise the use of three-axis PWM 
thrusters and reaction wheels. The goal is to achieve effective, rapid and robust slew 
manoeuvres. It exploits a combined open-loop bang-bang control mode of thrusters and 
reaction wheels; and also a quaternion-based feedback compensation in closed loop by 
reaction wheels only. The combined bang-bang control torque pre-defines an eigenaxis 
rotation profile. Additionally, three-axis reaction wheels generate a critical feedback 
compensation torque to force the satellite rotating along the pre-defined eigenaxis profile 
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accurately through a large angle. This feedback term will ensure the robustness of the 
combined manoeuvre against the unmodelled errors in the satellite dynamics and 
thrusters. Comprehensive simulation results demonstrate that these novel combined 
algorithms can provide very good slew manoeuvre performance. They can also be 
applied in real-time on board a satellite. 
7 .1.3 Ground-Target Tracking Control 
Many on-board payloads for monitoring, communication and Earth imaging have a 
common requirement for target tracking manoeuvres in many space missions. In such a 
manoeuvre, the mounting axis of the commissioned payload must be continuously 
demanded to point towards a fixed ground target during a certain period of time. The 
target direction relative to the satellite body is time-varying. Therefore the tracking 
controller must be capable of enabling the commissioned axis simultaneously follow the 
changing target direction. 
Reaction wheel momentum dumping and large-angle slew manoeuvre provide the 
prerequisites for ground-target tracking control. Initial near-zero momentum of reaction 
wheels will reduce the risk of the large gyroscopic effect arising during tracking. 
Combined large-angle slew manoeuvre will ensure a rapid target capture operation before 
tracking control. In Chapter 5, we discuss a quaternion-based PID feedback controller for 
ground-target tracking of a three-axis stabilised Earth-pointing satellite. Based upon the 
orbital measurements of the satellite position and velocity by an accurate GPS receiver, 
we proposed a general method to compute the quaternion error and its integral error with 
respect to the commanded ground target for any selected pointing axis of the satellite. In 
addition, an optimal way to derive the desired angular velocity reference for tracking is 
analysed. Three-axis reaction wheels are employed to demonstrate the feasibility of this 
tracking algorithm on UoSA T -12 in simulation. A special tracking scheme for the 
pointing axis along the z-axis of the satellite body is also investigated. Further 
simulations prove that only x- and y-axis actuation are necessary for achieving the z-axis 
tracking accurately. Due to the flexibility of our proposed scenarios, this controller could 
be applied in many space missions for practical target tracking with high accuracy 
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7.1.4 Practical Tests 
Besides of the theoretical and rigorous analyses, we also presented persuasive practical 
demonstrations to investigate the feasibility of our proposed combined control scenarios. 
As described in Chapter 6, one space-qualified reaction wheel is employed to 
demonstrate the principle of the combined large-angle manoeuvre algorithm on an air-
bearing table. Although the experimental results are not exactly as we expected because 
of the unsuitable PD feedback gain choices, the results are sufficiently convincing to 
explain the philosophy of combined large-angle slew manoeuvre with bang-bang control 
plus quaternion-based feedback compensation. Moreover ground-target tracking control 
is demonstrated on board UoSAT -12. During tests, the onboard cameras are employed to 
image the ground target. Two separate tracking tests were carried out. The ground targets 
were respectively Guildford in UK and Cape Canaveral in USA. The sequenced images 
of the ground target indicate that our proposed tracking controller did work properly 
onboard the satellite. The tracking accuracy of about 2 degree is achievable for the 
sampling interval of 5 seconds. More accurate tracking control test onboard UoSA T -12 is 
still ongoing. 
7.2 Future Work 
Spacecraft attitude control will continuously be an active area for academic research. The 
future work in this area might be broken down as follows: 
1. Attitude control system analysis for specific space missions. Hundreds of space 
vehicles are launched yearly. Attitude control mode will vary dramatically with 
space mission requirements. Specific control algorithms will be developed to meet 
particular demands. 
2. Advanced modern control theories are being explored for practical applications in 
spacecraft attitude control system. These theories consist of adaptive control, fuzzy 
logic control, neuro-genetic adaptive control, H~ and ~ synthesis, or might even 
intelligent expert system. 
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3. Robust control algorithms are to develop for controlling flexible structure such as 
space station. In practice, it is extremely difficult to model the dynamics of flexible 
spacecraft precisely. Therefore there is a increasing need for controllers to tolerate 
un modelled uncertainties robustly. In this area, H= synthesis might be used to 
provide robust control performance. 
Another significant future research trend might contribute to low-cost space missions, 
such as SSC/SSTL's innovative solution for its micro-satellites and mini-satellite attitude 
control system. Based on the low-cost, limited attitude hardware resources, to design 
effective control algorithms for achieving full control potentials will evidently be a 
challenge facing for researchers. This thesis does pay a contribution to such a philosophy. 
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